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ABSTRACT 

Electric power transmission lines have been traditionaliy designed for wind and ice 

loads. The earthquake load has not been considerd in the analysis of transmission hes. 

During recent earthquakes, there have been indications of darnage to transmission lines. Due 

to the complex nature of the problem, there is a lack of research work in the area of seismic 

analysis of transmission lines. 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the response of transmission lines to 

earthquake ground motion in order to evaluate the current design code methodology. The 

scope of this research program includes: 1) Modelling of dserent parts of the transmission 

line to analyze its seisrnic response, 2) cornparison between the forces generated in the 

transmission tower members by wind, ice and earthquake loads, and 3) analyzing the 

probabilistic characteristics of the cable response to earthquake ground motion in order to 

establish a seismic design procedure for transmission lines. 

An intermediate span of a typical transmission line is chosen for the analysis. The 

tower members are modelled as truss elements. The cables are modeUed by two node 

elements that retain their geometric nonlinearity. The dynarnic characteristics of diierent 

components of the line (towers and cables) are determineci in order to obtain a better 

understanding ofthe line behaviour. The in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations of the iine are 



analyzed. The transmission line response to multiple support as well as uniform support 

excitations is evaluated. A closed form anaiytical solution for the cable vibration is carried 

out for a more detailed study of the cable nodinear behaviour. 

It is concluded nom the analysis that earthquake ground motion may cause substantial 

displacements and internai forces in the tnuismission line elements. The forces in transmission 

tower members due to the earthquake load rnay exceed those caused by the wind loads 

specified by the National Electrid S a f i  Code (NESC, 1993). Seismic ground motion may 

cause large displacement in the transmission lime cables. This suggests that the cable motion 

dunng earthquakes should be included in the design ofthe line clearances to avoid having 

cables touch each other, which may cause power failure. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

Transmission lines are vital for an industrial Society as they transmit elecCnc power 

fiom power generating plants to cities and industrial facilities. They extend thousands of 

kilometres and cost billions of dollars to construct and maintain. Understanding the actual 

behaviour of transmission lines under various loading conditions may result in safer designs 

that save millions of dollars in construction cost as weli as minimize costly üne fdures. 

The design of transnission fines is govemed by codes such as the National Electrical 

Safety Code (NESC, 1993) in the United States. In Canada, the CSA Standard S37-M86 

(1986) deals with the design of antema towers and antenna supporthg structures and the 

CSA Standard C22.3-M87 (1987) deais with the design of transmission towers. The general 

trend in the design of overhead power transmission lines is to analyze the transmission line 

for dead weight, wind load, and ice load in the vertical and transverse directions. In the 

longitudinal direction, transmission lines are designed for the loads resulting fiom a broken 

conductor. During the 1992 Landers and the 1994 Northridge ûvthquakes (Northridge 

earthquake reconnaissance report, 1995) there were several cases of power line failures. In 

spite of this, there are no code provisions for earthquake design of transmission hes .  This 

emphasizes the importance of the seismic andysis and design of transmission lines. 
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During earthquakes, the transmission towers vibrate which causes cable vibration. In 

the design of transmission lines, two issues should be addressed. The first issue is that the 

intemal forces in the tower members and the tension in the cables should not exceed theu 

strength capacity. The second issue is that d u ~ g  conditions of extreme cable displacement, 

the &les shodd not touch each other or any surrounding objects causing power fhdure. 

Several difficulties arise in the seismic analysis of transmission Lines. The cables have 

geometnc noniiiearity as the large cable displacement changes its stifhess. In such cases, 

noniinear dynamic analyses should be carriecl out. Due to the long line spans, the ground 

motion at various supporthg towers can not be assumed identid and therefore multiple 

support excitation should be considered instead of uniforni support excitation. 

1.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

Research work related to the seismic analysis of overhead transmission hes can be 

divided into three categories: first, reseatcti work related to the modeîiing of various elements 

of the line; second, analysis of transmission lines response to various types of loads; and third, 

research work related to ground motion modelling studies. 

1.2.1 Modelling of Different Elements of Transmission Lines 

A typical intennediate span of a transmission line consists of two towers with cables 

extending between them. The cables are suspended ftom the towers by insulators. The 

vibration of the systern may be dam@ using dierent types of vibration dampers. Modelling 

of different components of the transmission iine for the dynamic analysis attracted the 
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attention of several researchers. The use of a specific model for the üne elements depends 

mainly on the purpose of the analysis and the required level of accuracy and sirnplicity. 

1.2.1.1 Modelling of  cables 

Two approaches are generdy used to analyze the static and dynarnic behaviour of 

cables. The first approach is numerical using the finite element or the finite dEerence 

methods. The second approach is analytical intended to obtain a closed form solution for the 

differential equation representing the cable static or dynarnic equilibnum. 

Various numerical schemes were used to model the cables for the static and dynamic 

analysis. A review of some of the research work on cable modelling was presented by 

Migliore and Webster (1979 and 1982). Winget and Houston (1976) used a finite segment 

approach to model the cable. Their formulation was lirnited to cables with small motion only. 

Ali (1986) used the finite dEerence approach to study the dynamic response of cables under 

a suddenly applied uniform load; a sinusoidal load; and a prescribed support motion. The 

results agreed well with the results of other research work specialiy for the case of taut cables. 

Various types of finite elements have been used to model the cable. Two-node 

elements were used by Argyris et al. (1973) and Mote and Chu (1978). These elements are 

simple and easy to use but a large number of elements is required to accurately model the 

cable. When a large number of elements is used, the straight elements can be accurate enough 

for the andysis of moderately sagged cables. For heavily sagged cables, the use of two-node 

curved elements is preferable (Garnbhir and Batchelor, 1977). Three-node curved elements 

were also used to model cables (Desai et al., 1988). The use of three-node curved elements 
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is required in the case of cables with a very large sag to span ratio which is not common in 

transmission lines. 

Henghold and Russell (1976) developed a family of finite elements for use in cable 

problems. These elements retain ail geometnc nonlinearities and allow for elastic 

deformation. The stifniess matrices were derived in tenns of the deformed global 

coordinates. Later, Henghold et al. (1977) and Russell et al. (1978) used a three-node 

element to study the f?ee vibration characteristics and the cable equilibrium in wind load, 

respectively . 

The sirnplest theoretical approach is to consider the cable as a shallow catenary as was 

done by Irvine and Caughey (1 974) and Simpson (1 966 and 1970) who studied the in-plane 

fiee vibration of a shallow catenary. A better solution can be achieved by considering the 

nonlinear vibration of cables. Various methods for obtaining a closed fom solution for the 

cable diierential equation were reviewed by Nayfeh and Mook (1979) and Hagedorn (198 1). 

The choice of a specific method depends on the fonn of the equilibrium equations. 

The planar nonlinear vibration of cables was analyzed by a few researchers. For 

example, Hagedorn and Schafer (1980) used the perturbation method to study the effect of 

cable nonlinearities on its normal modes. Luongo et al. (1 984) used the perturbation method 

and Gaierkin's method to study the planar non-linear fkee vibratioii of an elastic cable. Other 

researchers such as Iyengar and'Rao (1988), Perkins and Mote (1987), Benedettini et al. 

(1986), Luongo et al. (1982), and Yamaguchi et al. (1982), studied the three dimensional 

nonlinear fiee vibration of cables. 
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Few studies were conducted to obtain an analytical solution for the forced vibration 

of cables. Takahashi and Konishi (1987% b) studied the fiee vibration characteristics and the 

outsf-plane vibrations due to in-plane sinusoidaily time varying load using the harrnonic 

balance method. They obtained the unstable solution regions. Rao and Iyengar (1991b) 

studied the nonhear vibration of cables under paiodic loads. Takahashi (1 99 1) analyzed the 

stability of cables subjeded to an axial periodic load using Gaierkin's method. There has been 

no attempt to obtain a closed fomi solution for the seismic response of cables. The response 

of a cable to earthquake ground motion may be different fiom its response to other types of 

loads. 

1.2.1.2 Modelling of towers 

The dynamic behaviour of transmission towers has been well studied both andytically 

and experimentally. A simplified analysis to obtain the fundamental natural frequency of 

towers by Dunkerley's method was perfomed by Trainor et al. (1986). This method is a 

simple numerical procedure that provides a reasonable estimate of the system's fundamental 

frequency. The finite element method was also used in the analysis of transmission towers 

(Kotsubo et ai., 1983 and Suaiki et al., 1992). 

Experirnental testing on transmission towers is usuaily carrieci out on full scale towers. 

Kempner et al. (1981) perfomed static and dynarnic tests on transmission towers. The 

obtained mode shapes and natural fkequencies were compared with the results of a finite 

element analysis. They concludeci that the experimental results agree weil with the results of 

the tmss model. 



1.2.2 Transmission Line Analysis for Various Lord Conditions 

The response of cables to wind and galloping loads was studied both theoreticaily and 
. . 

expenmentaiiy. Myerscough (1973 and 1975) studied the wind-induced oscillations in 

overhead h e s  using Krylov & Bogoliubov method. He also studied the existence and 

stab'ility of limit cycles. Wmd and galloping vibrations of overhead ünes were also studied by 

Hagedorn (1982) and Schafer (1984). Cume et al. (1989) c h e d  out an experimental 

research program to study the aeolian wind power imparted to the bundled conductors of 

overhead power lines. Foata et al. (1989) presented the principal features of the aeolian 

vibration rnodels developed at Hydro-Quebec. 

The dynarnic behaviour oftransmission lines as a coupled system of towers and cables 

was recently studied. Ozono et al. (1988) introduced a method for the in-plane dynamic 

analysis of tower and conductor coupled system. The method was used to study the 

characteristics of the in-plane free vibration of the system. Each tower was also modelled as 

a simple mass-spring system and each conductor as a massless spring. They found that the 

dynarnic behaviour of the simplified model is similar to that of the actual model. Ozono and 

Maeda (1992) used the same model to study the in-plane dynamic interaction between towers 

and conductors at varying support stifhess. They evaluated the contribution of the normal 

modes of vibration of the conductor to the dynamic tension transmitted to the tower. 

Suaiki et al. (1992) applied the frequency response method to analyze the seismic 

response of transmission towers due to the phase dEerence between seismic ground motion 

at various supports. McClure and Tinawi (1987) canied out a nonlinear dynarnic analysis to 

evaluate the transient dynamic response of transmission iines due to conductor breakage. 
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A distinctive characteristic of seismic ground motion is their random nature, which 

suggests that the use of probabilistic seisrnic anaiysis is preferable than the determiristic 

approach. h g  et al. (1 996) perfonned a reliability analysis on a power transmission line 

system in order to evaluate the probability of substations blackout. They used Monte Carlo 

simulation in the analysis. However, they concentrated their analysis on the substations while 

the cable vibrations were ignored. 

It appears that there is lack of deterministic and probabilistic studies on the seismic 

response of transmission tines. Further analysis is needed to examine the forces created in 

transmission towers and the maximum cable displacements and to compare them with the 

response of the line to the code loads. 

1.2.3 Multiple Support Excitation of Structures 

A major problem that arises in the analysis of long span structures such as bridges, 

dams, pipelines and transmission lines is the diierence arnong the ground motion components 

&êcting various support points of the structure. The principal factors that affect the seisrnic 

ground motion variation are three. First, the wave travel effect that results from the finite 

speed of the seisrnic waves that creates a phase shift between the seismic excitations at 

various supports. The second factor is the incoherency effect that results £tom refiection and 

refiaction of seismic waves. The third factor is the local site effects. 

There are two fundamental approaches to account for the variation in seismic ground 

motion. The seismological approach follows the propagation of seisrnic waves ffom the 

epicentre to the supports of the structure (Rassem et ai., 1996). The other is a stochastic 
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approach based on random vibration analysis. This approach is adopted by Ramadan and 

Novak (1994); Loh and L i  (1990); and Hao et al. (1989). 

Multiple support excitation has been applied to various structures. Abdel-Ghaffar 

and Strinpfellow (1984a and b) studied the response of suspension bridges to travelling 

earthquake excitations. They concluded that the assumed shear wave velocity cm have a 

signifiant effect on the response of the structure. Nazmy and Abdel-GhafEar (1 992) studied 

the response of cable stayed btidges to multiple support excitation. Ramadan and Novak 

(1992) studied the response of concrete gravity dams to multiple support excitation. Zeiva 

(1990) studied the response of multi-span beams to spatialiy incoherent ground motions. 

Zerva (1994) studied the effect of the incoherency and the wave velocity on the seismic 

response of buried and above ground lifelines. He found that the most significant effect of 

multiple support excitation is the introduction of high quasi-static forces in the structures. 

Multiple support excitation of transmission lines has not been previously studied, although 

they represent long span structures which could be affected by this type of excitation. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

From the review ofprevious research work, it is concluded that there is a signincant 

gap in research in the area of seismic analysis ofoverhead transmission lines. The response 

of transmission lines to earthquake loading has not been evaluated yet, and therefore it is 

unrealistic for the design code to assume that this response is smali. The analysis of the 

transmission line response to various types of loads wil establish a rational approach to 

determine the overloading factors and thus may reduce the line cost. 
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The objectives of this investigation are to mode1 the transmission iine system and 

evaluate its response during earthquake ground motion including multiple support excitation. 
. . 

Moreover, it is requued to evaluate the current design methodology and develop seismic 

design recommendations for transmission lines. 

The scope of work in the cunent research program hcludes: 

The analysis of the seismic response of transmission lines in order to obtain a better 

understanding of the behaviour of the line during earthquakes and to identïfy the 

important parameters that have a significant infiuence on the response. 

The modeliing of difrent paris of the transmission line (towers, cables and 

suspension insulator) and to andyze the dynamic behaviour characteristics of each 

component of the line. 

The development of an accurate yet simple model of the transmission lines to be used 

in their seisrnic analysis. 

The cornparison of the intemal forces created in the transmission tower by earthquake 

ground motion to the forces produced by the windfice loads as specified in the code 

provisions in order to assess the adequacy of the current code for the design of 

transmission iines. 

The analysis of the effect of multiple support excitation on the response of 

transmission lines. 

The analysis of the effect of the different assumptions used to model the earthquake 

ground motion such as the coherency model and the wave velocity on the response 

of the transmission iine to transverse and vertical excitations. 
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7. The analysis of some aspects of nonlinear cable dynarnic-behaviour using analytical 

solutions. 

8. The analysis of the probabiistic characteristic of cable response to earthquake ground 

motion in order to develop a bais for the clearances of the line fîom the seismic point 

of view. 

In the theoretical and analytical solutions presented in the current research, some 

assumptions were adopted. The tension in the cable due to its own weight and its vibration 

is assumed to be below the elastic iimit so that the cable will remain elastic during the 

earthquake. Vibration dampers and spacers are not considered in the analysis. An 

intemediate span ofthe transmission line is considered in the analysis. The end spans and the 

corner spans represent special cases that are not considered in this investigation. 

1.4 ORGANIZATION 

The thesis is divided into seven Chapters. In Chapter two the cable finite element 

model is presented. The fiee vibration characteristics of cables with different sag to span 

ratios are determined. The seismic response of dmerent cables is analyzed and the effects of 

different cable properties and ground motion characteristics are determined. 

Dynamic characteristics of transmission towers are detemiined in Chapter three. The 

seismic behaviour of transmission ihes is  analyzed and a sirnplified model for the line is 

proposeci to determine the cable response. The intemal member forces in transmission towers 

due to earthquakes are compared to the forces caused by the code specified loads. In Chapter 
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four, the response of transmission hes to multiple support excitation is analyzed. The efféct 

of dEerent assumptions in modelling the ground motion on the response is determined. 

The analytical solution of the cable dynamic behaviour is presented in Chapter five. 

Galerkin's method dong with the method of muitiple tirne scales are used in the analysis. The 

stability of the steady state solution is examllied. The results of the analytical solution are 

compared to those of the finite element solution to assess their accuracy. The effect of 

multiple support excitation and the interna1 resonance are analyzed. 

Probabilistic analysis of the seismic response of transmission lines is presented in 

Chapter su<. The statistical characteristics of the cable tension and maximum displacement 

are evaiuated. Finaily, Chapter seven contains a summary of the research program and the 

main conclusions and recommendations for fùrther research. 



CHAPTER 2 

ELEMENT APPROACH FOR SEISMlC ANALYSIS OF CABLES 

2.1 GENERAL 

Seisrnic behaviour of transmission lines is determineci fiom the dynamic analysis of 

towers and cables when the system is subjected to earthquake ground motion. Cables have 

geometric noniinearity because large displacement of the cable changes its stifhess and hence 

its frequencies of £tee vibrations. 

DiRerent kinds of finite elements were developed to model the cable taking into 

account the cable geometnc nonlinearity. Some researchers (Mote and Chu, 1978 and 

Garnbhir and Batchelor, 1978) believe that if a large enough number of straight elements is 

used to model the cable, adequate accuracy of the analysis can be achieved. Other researchen 

believe that straight elements are inadequate to model strongly curved cables (McClure and 

Tiiawi, 1987). However, since transmission line cables are generaiiy with small to rnoderate 

sag to span ratios, the use of straight elements is adequate to model the cables provided that 

the cable is divided into sufficient number of elements. 

In this chapter, a two-node nonlinear element is developed to model the cable. The 

element is verüied and incorporated in the PC-ANSR cornputer program which is a program 

for nodinear static and dynamic analysis of structures. DEerent cable examples with 
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diierent sag to span ratios are selected for the analysis. Free vibration characteristics of the 

different cables are determined. The cable response to dserent components of ground 

motion is anal@. The effect ofdiiérent cable properties and ground motion characteristics 

on the response is investigated. The effect of the dserence in elevation between cable 

supports is also analyzed. 

2.2 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

The problem of cable vibration was studied extensively. Some researchers used 

analytical procedures based on mathematical solutions of the diEerential equations of cable 

vibration (Perkins, 1992, for example). ûther researchers used the finite dserence approach 

(Ali, 1986). The finite element method was used extensively to study cable vibration with 

diierent khds of elements to model the cable (Leonard and Recker, 1972; and Russell et al., 

1978). The use o f  straight elements to model the cable is appropriate for cables with small 

sag to span ratios to avoid the complexity that results fiom using curved elements. 

2.2.1 Formulation of Element Matrices 

The equation of motion ofa sagging cable fixed at both ends under earthquake loading 

can be written in the following matrix form: 

[Ml {ü) + [Cl {ii) + [KT] {u} = - [Ml ü, (2.1) 

where ü, is the ground acceleration; (u), (ii) and (ü} are the nodal displacement, velocity 

and dera t ion ,  respectively; M is the Iumped mass matrix; [Cl is the darnping matrix; and 
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KT] is the total stifmess matnx which is defined as: 

where BJ is the conventional symmetric stifniess matrix that accounts for the large 

deflection of the cable and &J is the geometric stiffness matrix. 

Assuming large deflections but smaii deformations in the cable and neglecting its 

bending rigidity, the stiffiess matrices [K J and [IU are defhed by Henghold and Russell 

(1976) as foliows: 

where, E is Young's modulus of the cable material; A is the cross sectional area of the cable; 

L is the element length; {UN } is the nodal coordinate vector; and N is the shape function. 

Henghold and Russell (1 976) developed a class of three-node elements based on the 

previous equations and used it in their analysis. In the present analysis, a straight two-node 

element is dweloped to mode1 the cable. The shape function of the element M is given by: 



where q = x 1 L and it varies ftom O to 1, and 

where m is the unit matrix. On the basis of equations (2.3) through (2.6), the stinness matrix 

[K J is written in the form: 

where, 

( A x ) ~  AXAY AXA2 

A X A Y  ( A Y ) ~  AYAZ 

A X A 2  AYAZ ( A Z ) ~  

where Yi and & are the coordinates of the i'th node at any instant; and AX = &, - X,; AY 

= Yi+, - Yi and AZ = Z*, - Zi. The cable configuration is shown in figure 2.1. 

The stiffhess matrix J is given by: 
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The deveIopeû ekment is incurporated in the PC-ANSR computer program (Maison, 

1992). The PC-ANSR is a program for the noniinear static and dynarnic analyses of 

structures. The program uses the Newton-Raphson method to achieve equilibrium within 

each load step. It ais0 uses the Newmark-P aigorithm for numerical integration in the 

dynarnic analysis. The numencal procedures for the static and dynamic analysis were 

presented -by Mondkar and PoweU(1975 and 1977) and by El-Attar et ai. (1995b). The 

procedures can be summarized as folfows: 

Static malysis: 

(a) The stifbess matrix  K.^] is deterrnined using equations 2.5 through 2.9 Born the cable 

geometry at the end of step (j- 1). 

@) The joint displacement and elastic forces are calculated ushg Newton-Raphson method. 

(c) The out-of-balance load vector (q} is detemiined. 

(d) Ifthe components of (q) are within a given tolerance, then the answer is achieved and 

the next step is started, otheMnse the forces and displacement vectors are updated and 

the steps should be repeated starting with step (a). 

-ic maiysis: 

(a) The mass matrix and the stifiess matrix [KT] are evaluated. 

(b) The damping matrix [Cl is evaluated using [Cl = a M + Po K] + PT [KT] where [Ka] 

is the initial stifiess mat* a, p ,  and PT are the Rayleigh damping coefficients. 

(c) Using Nemark-P method, the changes in displacement, velocity and acceleration are 

evaluated at each node. 

(d) The member forces are computed and the stifniess matrix is updated. 



(e) is evaluated and the equilibriurn is checked as in the static case. 

(f) A reasonable tirne step is selected to ensure convergence. In this analysis, the t h e  step 

is selected to be 0.005 S. 

It should be noted that the cable is a tension member. Therefore, it is important to 

adjust the element such that when the member force is negative, the stifhess matrix [K,1 is 

set to zero. 

2.2.2 Element Veriîication 

To examine the accuracy of the results of the dynamic analysis using the developed 

element, the results are compared to the available solutions. Two examples are considered 

to venfy the accuracy of the developed element. The first example examines the cable 

response to dynarnic loads, while the second example examines its response to earthquake 

ground motion. The first example is a problem reported by Leonard and Recker (1972) in 

their finite element analysis of cable vibration. The same problem was used by Ali (1986) in 

his finite difference analysis of the dynarnic response of sagged cables. The data of the 

verification problem is as follows : 

Cable span = 254 m Young's modulus = 13.8 x 10' KPa 

Sag to span ratio = 0.019 Weight = 3.5 N/m 

Cross sectional area = 42 mm2 Darnping ratio = 0% 

The cable was subjected to a uniformly distributed load with intensity 17.5 N/m in the 

transverse direction. The cable is divided into 12 straight elements and a paraboiic shape is 

assumed as a first approximation for the static equilibrium position. The results of the static 
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analysis showed that the paraboiic shape is an accurate representation for the cable deformed 

shape under its own weight. The results of the dynamic analysis using the finite element 

method developed in this analysis, Leonard and Recker (1972) solution and Ali's finite 

diierence solution are compared in figure 2.2. This figure shows that the developed element 

agrees weU with both the finite element and the finite dEerence results. 

The second problem was solved by Rao and Iyengar (199 1 a) using the normal modes 

approach. The data of the cable considered is as foliows: 

Cable span = lOOOm Young's modulus = 20.0 x 104 MPa 

Sag to span ratio = 0.09 Weight = 28.0 N/m 

Cross sectional area = 50 mm2 Damping ratio = 0.5% 

The cable is subjected to the three components of the 1952 Tafi earthquake. The 

cable is divided into 32 elements. The tirne history of the cable tension as a percentage of the 

static tension is show in figure 2.3. This figure shows that the results of the current analysis 

agree well with those of Rao and Iyengar in both the maximum response and the f?equency 

of vibration. 

2.3 SELECTTON OF PARAMETERS 

The cable properties have a significant effect on its free and forced vibration 

characteristics. Mormver, the ground motion characteristics may affect the seismic response 

of cables. In the analysis, the cable properties are varied in a range simiiar to that used in 

transmission lines. It is also of interest to determine the ground motion characteristics that 

have significant influence on the cable seismic response. 



2.3.1 Cable Characteristics 

An adual transmission line cable is used in the analysis with the foiiowing properties: 

Cable span = 400 m Young's modulus = 55 x lo3 MPa 

Weight = 22.23 N/m Cross sectional area = IO'= m2 

Damping of the cable is assumecl to be of the Rayleigh type. The efféct of the cable damping 

on the response is studied, however in al1 other cases of the analysis, the cable damping ratio 

is assumed equal to 1%. 

The sag to span ratio of cables is the principal parameter that affects the dynamic 

behaviour. In general, transmission line cables have a sag to span ratio less than 5%. Three 

cable examples Cable 1, Cable II and Cable III with sag to span ratios of 0.03, 0.01 and 

0.003, respectively are used in the analysis. 

Cables 1 and II are typical sagged cables that are in achial use in transmission Iines. 

On the other hand, Cable IIX is an example of taut cables which are not used in transmission 

lines because very high tension will be created in the cable. The main reason for choosiig 

Cable III is to provide a cornpanson between the dynamic behaviour of sagged and taut 

cables. 

2.3.2 Ground Motion Characteristics 

Eart hquake ground motion may be categorized according to their peak ground 

acceleration (A), peak ground velocity (V), fiequency content, and / or strong ground motion 

duration. However, one important method of categorizing ground motion is the use of A N  

ratio where A is in g and V is in mis. This method was used by several researchers (Tso et 
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al., 1992 and Hodhod, 1993). It is also adopted and used in the National Building Code of 

Canada (NBCC, 1995). Low AN ground motion records represent low fiequency content 

which may be associatedwith large eaithguakes occuming at fàr @entrai distances. High 

A N  ground motion records represent high fiequency content which may be associateci with 

smaii earthquakes at short epicentrd distances. 

. Six ground motion records are selected to be used in the analysis. The records have 

different frequency content as represented by the ratio AN. Scaling of ground motion is 

required to be able to compare between the efféct of various emthquakes on the cable. The 

horizontal component of ground motion is scaled to 0.34 g which represents the level of 

excitation for the city of Victoria on Canada's West Coast accordiig to NBCC (1995). 

According to NBCC 1995, the ratio ofverticai to horizontal peak ground acceleration ranges 

£tom */3 to %. Therefore, in this analysis, the vertical component of ground motion is scaled 

to a peak value of % of that of the corresponding horizontal component. The details of the 

selected earthquake records are shown in table 2.1. 

2.4 FREE VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF CABLES 

To determine the free vibration characteristics of cables, the three cable examples 

Cables I, II and III, are subjected to a sinusoida1 ground acceleration with a peak acceleration 

of 0.1 g in the vertical and transverse directions. The maximum displacement of various 

points dong the cable span and the cable tension are plotted in figures 2.4 to 2.9 for the three 

cable exarnples and for the transverse and vertical directions. 
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Figures 2.4(a), 2.6(a) and 2.8(a) show that, in the transverse direction, the 

displacements of various cable points are mainly govemed by the first mode, specidy for the 

cable mid-point, where the contribution of the higher modes is small. In the vertical direction, 

figures 2.7(a) and 2.9(a) show that for Cables II and III, the displacements of cable points in 

the vertical direction are aiso govemed by the k t  mode. On the other hand, figure 2.5(a) 

shows that for Cabie I, with higher sag to span ratio, the contribution of higher modes to the 

displacement may be significant . 

The anaiysis showed that the tension in the cable is alrnost constant throughout the 

cable span, and therefore the average value of the tension in the cable is shown in figures 

2.4@) to 2.9@). The tension in Cable II and Cable Ki due to transverse or vertical excitation 

is dominateci by the fht mode. For Cable 1, the contribution of the second symmetnc mode 

is sigdlcant specially due to vertical excitation. 

It was also found fiom figures 2.4 through 2.9 that due to the application of a similar 

excitation at both supports, only the symrnetric modes were excited which is expected due 

to symmetry. The out-of-plane symmetric frequencies are weli separated. The in-plane 

symmetric frequencies for sagged cables (Cable 1) are closely spaced, while for taut cables 

(Cable III) they are well separated. 

The first three syrnmetric out-of-plane natural fiequencies are listed in table 2.2. The 

first three symmetric in-plane natural fiequencies are shown in table 2.3. The out-of-plane 

fiequencies reported in table 2.2 are in good agreement with those calculated by the equations 

derived by M e  and Caughey (1974) based on their linear theory of cable vibrations given 

as : 



This agreement can be explained by the fact that for sag to span ratio up to 3% the 

nonlinear geometry effects in the cable are small. The first three symmetric in-plane 

frequencies for Cable I shown in table 2.3 are compared with the corresponding values 

reportai by Rao and Iyengar (1991) which were 0.40, 0.54 and 0.80 Hz, respectively. The 

agreement with the present analysis is acceptable. 

By comparing table 2.2 with table 2.3, it is observed that for Cable III which is a taut 

cable, the in-plane natural frequencies are similar to the out-ocplane ones. SiMlar 

conclusions were reached by Henghold et ai. (1 977) and IMne (1 98 1). 

2.5 SEISMIC RESPONSE OF CABLES 

This analysis is perforrned on Cable 1 which represents a typical exarnple for 

transmission fine cables. Other cables are considered only when the effect of sag to span on 

the seisrnic response is analyzed. Damping ratio of the cable is assumed to be 1% unless 

otherwise stated. 

2.5.1 Effect of the Frequency Content of Ground Motion 

The AN ratio of the ground motion records is used as a measure of the eequency 

content. Low values of AN (less than 0.8) represent low fiequency content ground motion 

records, intermediate values of A N  (0.8 - 1.2) represent intermediate fiequency content 



records, and high values of A N  (more than 1.2) represent high frequency content ground 

motion records. 

Cable 1 is subjected to the vertical and horizontal components of the six earthquakes 

&en in table 2.1. The &um values of cable displacements and tension due to transverse, 

vertid, and longitudii gmund motions an shown in table 2.4. Figures 2.10 and 2.1 1 show 

the displacement tirne history of the cable mid-point due to transverse and vertical 

excitations, respectively. The vertical displacement time history of a point at % cable span 

due to longitudinal excitation is shown in figure 2.12. 

The r d t s  of the analysis show that for the transverse component of ground motion, 

the maximum response in the cable results fiom earthquakes with low A N  ratio, i.e. low 

fiequency content. This is expected since the first three fiequencies of the cable are less than 

0.8 Hz. It is also observed that while the cable displacements can be as high as 205 cm for 

the Mexico earthquake, the cable tension does not exceed 2.8 kN which is smd  when 

compareci to the tension developed in the cable due to its own weight (37.1 kN). The reason 

for the small values of cable tension is that the cable transverse vibrations are of a swinging 

type and do not cause change in length and therefore do not produce significant strains and 

stresses. 

For the vertical ground motion, the records with low AN ratio caused the maximum 

response in the cable. The maximum displacement and tension in the cable result fhm the 

Mexico earthquake. The maximum displment is approximately 150 cm and the maximum 

tension is approximately 17.0 kN which is almost half the static tension. 
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On the other hand, the ground motion component in the longitudinal direction does 

not cause signincant displacement or tension in the cable. The maximum vertical 

displacement in the cable is only 25.0 cm and it results fiom the Mexico earthquake. The 

maximum tension in the cable due to the longitudinal ground motion is 3.6 kN. 

Comparing the cable response to various components of ground motion indicates that 

the displacements in the cable due to the transverse component ofground motion are quite 

sigmficant. Vertical displacements, as well as tension in the cable due to vertical excitation 

are also significant. Cable response to the longitudinal component of ground motion is 

insignificant and will not be considered in the rest of the analysis. While the cable tension is 

smali in cornparison to the tension developed in the cable under its own weight, the 

displacements of the cable are significant and may govem the design of transmission line 

clearance. 

2.5.2 Effect of the Cable Sag to Span Ratio 

To study the effect of cable sag to span ratio, the three cable examples were subjected 

to the horizontal and vertical components of the Mexico and the San Fernando earthquakes. 

These two specinc earthquakes are chosen because they cause the maximum response in the 

cable. The results of the analysis are presented in tables 2.5 and 2.6 for the transverse and 

vertical excitations, respectively. 

The results indicate that there are large dBerences in the magnitude of the response 

for cables of different sag to span ratios. For example, the vertical displacement of Cable 1 

due to the vertical component of the Mexico earthquake is 150.9 cm, while the vertical 
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displacement of Cable IT is 274.4 cm. The main reason for the large dzerences in the 

response is the difrence in frequencies between different cable examples which causes 
. . 

amplification of the response in some cases (Cable Il) and attenuation of the response in other 

cases (Cable III). 

Comparing the response of diierent cables to the sinusoidal ground acceleration as 

shown in figures 2.4 to 2.9, indicates that the response of sagged cables is g e n d y  larger 

than the response of taut cables. The only exception is the response of Cable II to vertical 

excitation which is larger than the response of Cable 1. For exarnple, the maximum 

displacement of Cable 1 due to vertical excitation is 5 -5 m, while the maximum displacement 

of Cable II due to vertical excitation is 9.4 m. 

2.5.3 Effect of the Cable Damping Ratio 

Cable damping is an uncertain quantity. Little research work was conducted to 

evaluate the damping characteristics of cables. Traditionally, the damping of cables is very 

small. However, there is a new trend in transmission h e  design to use self damping 

conductors to damp the cable vibrations instead of using vibration darnpers (McCugoch et al., 

1980). The damping ratio of the self damping cables can be as high as 5 times the damping 

ratio of the ordinary cables (Jones et al., 1988). 

Cable 1 is used in the analysis with différent darnping ratios O, 1,2 and 4%. The cable 

is subjected to the vertical and horizontal components of the Mexico and the San Fernando 

earthquakes. ResuIts ofthe analysis are presented in tables 2.7 and 2.8 for the transverse and 

verrical excitations, respectively. 
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The makmum cable response data in tables 2.7 and 2.8 indicate that the damping 

ratio of the cable has a significant effect on the cable response to ground motion. For 

example, considering a small darnping ratio such as 1% rather than neglecting the damping, 

reduces the vertical cable displacement due to the Mexico earthquake by 35%. The use of 

self damping cables also reduce the cable response significantly. The maximum effect is 

associated with the vertical component of the Mexico earthquake where the maximum 

displacement is reduced fiom 205.9 cm to 127.3 cm with a percentage decrease of 38% when 

the damping ratio increases fiom 1% to 4%. This result suggests that the use of self darnping 

cables is an excellent solution to attenuate the vibrations of transmission lines due to 

2.5.4 Effect of the Dimerence in Elevation between Cable Supports 

In general, transmission lines extend over long distances of different topography. It 

is cornmon that the supports of the line are not at the same level. Therefore, it is important 

to examine the effect of the difference in elevation between cable supports on the seisrnic 

response of cables. 

First, the effect of the difference in elevations on the natural frequency of cables is 

examineci. Cable 1 is considered in the analysis with a dxerence of "hl' in elevation between 

its supports and a mid-point sag of "d" as shown in figure 2.13. The values of the first and 

second symmetric in-plane and out-of-plane fiequencies are presented in table 2.9 for dfletent 

values of Md ranging from zero to 1 .O. 
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Table 2.9 indicates that, the fundamental ftequency of cables decreases with the 

increase of ML. SMar conclusion was arrivai at by Garnbhir and Batchelor (1978). While 

the decrease in the out-&plane fiequencies is srnall, the decrease in the in-plane frequencies 

is significant. For example, the first frequency decreases fiom 0.38 Hz to 0.24 Hz as h/L 

increases h m  O to 1 .O, with a percentage decrease of 37%. Moreover, for small values of 

h/L (up to 0.4) the naîural fiequencies of the cable are alrnost unaffectecl by the change in hn 

as found by Gambhir and Batchelor (1978). 

The effect of  the dierence in elevations on the seisrnic response of cable 1 when 

subjected to the vertical and horizontal components of the Mexico and the San Fernando 

earthquakes was studied. Values of the maximum response in the cable are presented in 

tables 2.10 and 2.1 1. The displacement time histones of cable mid-point for dserent h/L 

values due to the ground motion components are shown in figures 2.14 to 2.17. 

The results presented in tables 2.1 0 and 2.1 1 show that the ratio h L  has a significant 

effect on the cable response to vertical excitation, however the effect on the response to 

transverse (out-of-plane) excitation is not that significant. For example, the maximum 

displacement in the cable due to the venical component of the Mexico earthquake is 234.4 

cm for h/L = 0.4, while the minimum response is 73.1 cm for h/L = 1 .O with a percentage 

change of 70%. For the transverse component, the maximum displacement is 205.9 at h/L 

= O, while the minimum displacement is 177.0 cm at hn = 0.8 with a percentage change of 

14%. 

The main reason for the difference is that the change in the in-plane freguencies due 

to the increase in h/L is much larger than the change in the out-of-plane frequencies. This is 
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also clear fiom figures 2.1 3 and 2.14 where it appears that the fiequency of the out-of-plane 

vibration is not changed except for the case of h L  = 0.8. Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show that 

the change in the in-plane fiequencies , in some cases, is signifiant which agrees with the data 

in table 2.9. 

2.6 SUMMARY 

A two-node element which accounts for the cable geometnc nonlinearity is developed. 

The element is incorporated in the PC-ANSR for the nonlinear static and dynamic analysis of 

structures. The elernent is checked against other available solutions to determine its accuracy. 

The fiee vibration characteristics of cables are determined. Finally a parametnc analysis is 

carried out to study the effect of different ground motion characteristics and difEerent cable 

parameters on the response. 

The following conclusions may be amved at fiom the anaiysis: 

1. In the vertical direction, the fiequencies for taut cables are widely spaced and the 

response is m d y  dominated by the fjrst mode. For sagged cables the fiequencies of 

fiee vibration are closely spaced and higher modes may contribute significantly to the 

cable response. 

2. In the transverse direction, the modes are widely spaced and the response is govemed 

by the fundamental mode. 

3. The response of cables to the earthquakes with low A N  ratio is much higher than 

their response to earthquakes with higher A N  ratio. 
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4. Signincant displacements may result in cables due to earthquake ground motion in the 

veriical and transverse directions. These caiculated displacements may fom the bais 

to develop aiteria for line separation. The displacements caused by the longitudinal 

cornponent of ground motion are insignificant. 

5.  The tension in the cable due to the selected earthquakes scaled to the peak ground 

acceleration of Victoria B.C. location does not exceed approxhately haif that of the 

static cable tension. 

6 .  Cable sag to span ratio, damping ratio, and the difference in elevation between cable 

supports, are important parameters that may have significant effects on the cable 

response to earthquake ground motion. 





Table 2.2 Out-of-plane symmetric fiequencies of free vibration 

Cdailated using f i ~ t e  element Linear theory 
type 1-e and Caughey (1974) 

tint second t hird first second third 

Table 2.3 In-plane symmetnc fiequencies of fkee vibration 

Frequency (Hz) 

~alculated using finite elernent Rao and Iyengar (199 la) 
type 

first second third first second third 



Table 2.4 Maximum response of Cable I 

Transverse ground Vertical ground Longitudinal 
motion motion ground motion 

Event Transverse 
Tension Tension Tension Vertical 

displ. displ. displ. 
(cm) OcN) (cm) (cm) 

Mexico 2.4 205.9 17 151 1.3 24.8 

San Fernando 1.6 95.7 4 32 3.2 13.2 

Monte Negro 0.4 27.5 2 15 3.6 5.3 

Imperia1 Valley 0.3 45 -4 2 9 1.8 4.3 

Parkfield 0.3 8.7 1 7 2.4 2 

Lytle Creek 0.2 4.6 1 4 2.1 0.3 



Table 2.5 Maximum cable response to transverse excitation 

Mexico Earthquake San Fernando Earthquake 
Cable 

exarnple Tension Displacement Tension Displacement 
0 (cm) m (cm) 

Cable 1 2.4 205.9 1.6 95.7 

Cable III 1.1 114.2 O. 1 38.7 

Table 2.6 Maximum cable response to vertical excitation 

Mexico Earthquake San Fernando Earthquake 
Cable 

example Tension Displacement Tension Displacement 
(W (cm) OcN) (cm) 

Cable II 20.9 274.4 3 -8 51.9 



Table 2.7 Maximum Cable O response to transverse excitation for different 
damping ratios 

Mexico Earthquake San Fernando Earthquake 
Darnping 

ratio Tension Displacement Tension Displacement 
OcN) (cm) (W (cm) 

0 %  4.2 26 1 2 100.4 

Table 2.8 Maximum Cable O response to vertical excitation for different 
damping ratios 

Mexico Earthquake San Fernando Earthquake 
Damping 

ratio Tension Displacement Tension Displacement 



Table 2.9 Effect of difference of cable end levels on the natutal âequencies 

In-plane symmetric fiequencies Out-of-plane symmetric tiequencies 
h/L W) @w 

First Second First Second 



Table 2.10 Maximum response in the cable due to various components of the Mexico 
Earthquake for different h/L ratios 

Transverse component Vertical component ' ' 

Displacernent Tension Displacement Tension 
(cm) OcN) (cm) O 

Table 2.1 1 Maximum response in the cable due to various components of the San Fernando 
Earthquake for dEerent h/L ratios 

Transverse component Vertical component 



position 

Figure 2.1 Cable configuration 
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Figure 2.2 Transverse displacement time history of cable mid-point under suddedy applied load 
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Figure 2.3 Cable seismic response to the 1952 Taft earthqvake 
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Figure 2.3 (cont.) Cable seisrnic response to the 1952 Taft earthquake 
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Figure 2.3 (wnt.) Cable seismic response to the 1952 Taft earthquake 
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Figure 2.4 Frequency-response relationship for Cable 1 (sag I span ratio of 0.03) 
in the transverse diection : (a) displacement and @) tension 
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Figure 2.5 Frequency-response relationship for Cable 1 in the vertical direction: 
(a) displacement and @) tension 
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Figure 2.6 Frequency-response relatiomhip for Cable II (sag / span ratio of 0.01) 
in the trarisvefse direction : (a) displacement and @) tension 
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Figure 2.7 Frequency-response relationship for Cable II in the vertid direction: 

(a) displacement and (b) tension 
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Figure 2.8 Frequency-response relationship for Cable III (sag / span ratio of 
0.003) in the transverse direction : (a) displacement and @) tension 
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Figure 2.9 Frequency-response relationship for Cable IiI in the vertical direction: 
(a) displacement and @) tension 
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Figure 2.1 1 Vertical displacement of cable mid-point due to the 
vertical component of ground motion 
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Figure 2.12 Vertical displacement at cable 1/4 span point due to 
the longitudinal component of ground motion 
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Figure 2.12 (wnt.) Vertical displacement at cable 114 span point due to 
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Figure 2.13 Cable supports at difZerent elevations 
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Figure 2.14 Transverse displacement of cable mid-point due to the horizontal 
wmponent of the Mexico earthquake for different values of hn 
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Figure 2.14 (cont.) Transverse displacement of cable Md-point due to the horizont 
component of the Mexico earthquake for dE't values of hn 
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Figure 2.15 Transverse disphcernent of cabk mid-point due to the horimrdal canponmt 
of the San FemanQ cartbpuah ibr diaeniit values of hn 
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Figure 2.15 (cont.) Transverse displacement of cable midpoint due to the horizontal componctit 
ofthe San Femando earthquake for différent values OP M, 
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Figure 2.16 (cont.) Vertical displacement of cable mid-point due to vertical component 
of the Mexico earthquake for d4ierent values of hn 
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Figure 2.1 7 Vertical displacement of cable mid-point due to the vertical wmponent 
of the San Feniando Earthqurke for different values of h/L 
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Figure 2.17 (cont.) Vertical disphment of cable mid-point due to the d c a i  compoiunt 
of the San Fernando Eartbpualre for ciiffkmt values of hn 



CaAPTER 3 

SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEMS 

3.1 GENERAL 

Transmission iines are nonnally designed for wind and ice loads in the transverse 

direction In the absence of seismic code provisions, it is not the practice to take earthquake 

loads into account. However, seismic loads rnay be important in cases where the transmission 

line extends in areas of low wind forces and high seisrnicity. When subjected to ground 

motion, the transmission line towers and cables may be subjected to significant forces and 

stresses. However of major concern in the response of transmission lines during earthquakes 

is that large cable displacements do not cause the cables to touch each other or any 

surroundhg object, thus causing power faiiure 

The analysis of cables presented in Chapter 2 indicated that seisrnic excitation can 

cause large displacements of the cables. The displacements of the transmission line cables are 

the main concem in this analysis. However, cable tension and the transmission tower 

displacements and intemal forces are also reported. 

A transmission line consists of several towers with cables extendiig between thern. 

The cables are connected to the towers using suspension insulators. To control the cable 

vibrations, various kinds of dampers may be use- such as the Stockbndge dampers and spacer 
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dampers in case of bundle conductors. In the present analysis, damping of vibrations due to 

the use of dampers is not considered. 

Since power transmission lines are nonndy designed for wind loads, linle research 

has been conducted to Uivestigate the e f f i  of ea,rthquakes on the design. It is the conception 

of designers in the industry that higher dety factors in design eliminate the need to take 

earthquakes ïnto acwunt. There are several recent cases of darnage to power lines during 

earthquakes. During the 1994 Northridge earthquake, 85 power h e  cables were damaged 

and two transmission towers collapsed due to high ground motion (Nortiuidge earthquake- 

reconnaissance report, 1995). During the 1992 Landers earthquake, there were over 100 

cases of l i e  burn-downs. 

In this chapter, two typical transmission towers are analyzed to determine their free 

vibration charactenstics as well as theû behaviour when subjected to earthquake ground 

motion. The effect of the suspension insulator and its characteristics on the seisrnic behaviour 

of the transmission üne is also analyzed. The seisrnic behaviour of an intemediate span 

transmission l i e  is analyzed due to the effect of vertical and transverse excitations. A 

simplified mode1 for the transmission line for seisMc analysis is developed. The intemal 

member forces in the towers due to earthquake ground motion are compared to the forces 

caused by the code specitied loads. The design code considered is the National Electrical 

Safety Code (NESC, 1993) which specifies wind and ice loads as the design loads in the 

transverse and vertical directions. 



3.2 SEISMIC ANALYSE OF TRANSMISSION TOWERS 

Towers are the main supporting structural elements of a power transmission he. 

DXerent kinds of transmission towers can be used depending on the line voltage, the spacing 

bnween towers, and the clearance required above ground. The choice of a specific type of 

towers will have a d i  &kct on the cost ofthe üne. The main types of transmission towers 

are wood poles, steel poles, steel latticed towers, and reinforced concrete poles. 

Steel latticed towers are usually used for high voltage transmission lines where longer 

spans are used and considerable height is necessary to provide ground clearance for the 

conductors. The current analysis deais pnmarily with high voltage transmission lines with 

steel latticed wide base towers. However, the main conclusions regarding cable 

displacements and cable tensions are valid for lines with various voltage rating using other 

types of towers. 

Two typical examples of steel transmission towers are selected for the analysis. The 

first tower (Tower 1) has a total height of 4 1.6 m, a base width of 7.5 m and a weight of 1 1.1 

tons. The dimensions of Tower 1 are shown in figure 3.1 (Lomas, 1 993). The second tower 

(Tower II) has a total height of 29.6 m, a base width of 7.1 m and a weight of 7.0 tons. The 

shape of Tower II is shown in figure 3.2. Ali the base points of both towers are assumed to 

be totally fixed at the foundation level. Maeno et al. (1984) showed that this assumption 

resulted in frequencies of vibration that agreed with experimental results. 

In this analysis, the tower members are modelled using truss elements. It was shown 

by Kotsubo et al. (1983) that it is sufficient to mode1 the tower using tmss elements. They 
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concluded that good accuracy in both the fkee and forced vibration responses can be achieved 

by using plane truss elements to model the tower members. 

A f?ee vibration analysis is carried out to determine the first three transverse natural 

fiequencies and mode shapes of the two towers. The analysis is perfonned using the SAP IV 

amputer program which is a general purpose finite element program for the Linear static and 

dynamic analysis of structures. The fist  t h e  fiequencies of Tower 1 were found to be 1.8 

J3q 8.5 Hz, and 14.7 Hz. The first three mode shapes of this tower are shown in figure 3.3. 

The nrst three transverse natural fkequencies of Tower II were found to be 3.5 Hz, 12.8 Hz, 

and 18.0 Hz. The mode shapes of Tower II are sunilar in shape to those of Tower 1 showed 

in figure 3.3, which are the f is t  three mode shapes of a cantüever. 

The frequency response relationships of transmission Towers 1 and II are shown in 

figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The towers are subjected to a sinusoidal ground 

acceleration with different fiequencies and the maximum response of the point of cable 

suspension O() is plotted against the excitation frequency. The ground acceleration is scafed 

to a peak value of 0.34 g to represent the city of Vidons in Canada according to the National 

Building Code of Canada P C C ,  1995). Damping ratio of the tower is assumed to be 2% 

for ai l  modes. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that the tower response to the transverse excitation 

is rnainly dorninated by the first mode which agrees with the conclusions of Suniici et al. 

(1 992). 

The seisrnic analysis of a fiee standing tower is conducted using the PC-ANSR 

cornputer program. The two towers are subjected to the horizontal and vertical components 

of the six selected ground motion records listed in table 2.1 with dierent AN ratios. The 
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ground motion records are scaled to a peak ground acceleration of 0.34 g. The maximum 

displacement of the cable suspension point (X) and the maximum internai forces in Tower 1 

mernbers due to horizontal excitation are @en in tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively for the case 

of a fiee tower. The results of the seismic response of Tower II due to horizontal excitation 

are show in tables 3.3 and 3.4 for the case of a £tee tower. 

The results of tables 3.1 to 3.4 indicaîe that the transverse component of ground 

motion can cause significant intemal forces in the transmission tower specially for Tower 1. 

For exarnple, the maximum force in Tower 1 members is about 253.2 kN when subjected to 

the horizontal component of the Monte Negro earthquake. For Tower II, the maximum force 

is about 95.4 kN and it results ffom the Monte Negro earthquake as weU. The maximum 

intemal forces in both towers were in the lower part of the tower leg for aii the earthquake 

ground motion records used in the analysis. The displacement of the cable suspension point 

in Tower 1 is much larger than in Tower II. The maximum displacement in Tower 1 is 12.9 

cm due to the Monte Negro earthquake, while the maximum displacement in Tower II is 2.6 

cm for the same earthquake. 

The results of the seismic response of the two towers due to vertical excitation are 

shown in tables 3.5 to 3.8. These tables indicate that both the vertical displacement of tower 

points (tables 3.5 and 3.7) and the intemal forces in tower memben (tables 3.6 and 3.8) are 

small and insignificant. 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the transverse displacement tirne history of the cable 

suspension point due to the horizontal component of various earthquakes in Tower 1 and 

Tower II, respectively. The fundamental fkquency of vibration of this point is relatively high 
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(1.8 for Tower 1 and 3.5 Hz for Tower II) as compared to the fiequencies of vibration of 

the cable (0.16 Hz to 0.51 Hz for Cables 1 to III as shown in Chapter 2). This observation 

suggests that the fûndamental fiequencies of the transmission tower and the cables are widely 

separated. 

3.3 SEISMIC RESPONSE OF TRANSMISSION LINES 

To analyze the response of transmission lines during earthquakes, an intemiediate span 

of the line is selected for the analysis as show in figure 3.8. The analysis of an end span 

transmission line can be c h e d  out in a s ida r  way to this investigation. The analysis is 

applied to the Cable-Tower 1 and Cable-Tower II systems. In this analysis the typical span 

is chosen to be typically 400 m unless otherwise stated. The cable used in this analysis is 

Cable 1 with EA = 55 x 106 N and m a s  1 unit length = 22.23 Nlm. Damping ratio of the cable 

is selected as 1% while the damping ratio of the tower is selected to be 2%. Both values are 

considered typical for transmission lines. 

In the present chapter, it is assumed that the same ground motion component is 

applied at ali the base points of al1 the transmission towers. The effect of multiple support 

excitation on the seismic response of transmission lines will be addressed in Chapter 4. Only 

the effect of the transverse and vertical ground motion components on transmission lines are 

taken into account. The longitudinal excitation has been shown earlier to have only a very 

limited effect on cable vibration and cable tension and therefore, it is not considered in the 

analy sis. 
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The PC-ANSR cornputer program is used in the dynarnic analysis of the transmission 

line. The time step is taken equal to 0.005 s which was found to be smd enough to achieve 

convergence of the solution. Each cabla is divided into 32 finite elements. The nurnber of 

theses elements was established to accurateiy mode1 the dynamic behaviour of the cable. The 

tower is modelled by tnw elements. The base points of the transmission tower are assumed 

fked at the foundation level. 

The transmission lines response to transverse excitation are shown in tables 3.1 to 3.4. 

The results are presented in ternis of the maximum displacement of point (X) in the 

transmission tower (figures 3.1 and 3.2), the maximum displacement of the cable mid-point, 

the maximum force in the tower, and the maximum tension in the cable. Similar results are 

presented for the vertical component of ground motion in tables 3.5 to 3.8. In tables 3.1 to 

3.8, the response of a single cable with the ground motion applied directly at both ends is 

compared to the response of the same cable in a cable-tower transmission line system. 

The results of the analysis indicate that the transverse excitation can have a significant 

e f f i  on the cable vibration. Earthquakes with low AN ratio such as the Mexico and the San 

Fernando earthquakes, cause the largest displacement in the cable for both types of towers. 

For exarnple, the maximum transverse displacement in the cable mid-point is 209.8 cm due 

to the Mexico earthquake. 

The cable tension due to transverse excitation is insignificant as the maximum value 

is only 2.7 IrN which is small as compared to the value of the static tension due to its own 

weight (37.1 kN). The tension in the cable is almost constant throughout the cable span. 

The maximum intemal force in tower members is 229.0 kN in tower 1 due to the Monte 
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Negro earthquake. The maximum force occurred in the lower part of the tower leg. These 

seismic forces in the tower will be compared later to the design forces of the tower due to 

wind and ice loads. 

In the vertical duection, the rnaxhum cable displacement for Tower 1 can be as much 

as 150.8 cm for the Mexico earthquake. The tower forces due to vertical excitation are 

generally smaii and insignificant. However, The maximum cable tension due to vertical 

ground motion may be significant. The tension in the cable resulting fiom the vertical 

component ofthe Mexico earthquake is about 17.1 kN which represents 46% of the tension 

in the cable due to its own weight. 

33.1 Modelling of Transmission Lines for Seismic Analysis 

The purpose of this section is to propose a simplified mode1 for the transmission lines 

in order to analyze their seismic response. In tables 3.1 to 3.8, the results of the analysis 

performed on a single cable fixed at both ends are compared to those of a transmission line 

system as shown in figure 3.8. The forces and displacement of a tower in a cable tower 

system are compared tu those of a fiee standing tower in tables 3.1 to 3.8. 

3.3.1.1 Transverse excitation 

The envelopes of the maximum cable displacement due to transverse excitation are 

show in figures 3.9 and 3.10 when using Tower 1 and Tower II, respectively. These figures 

along with tables 3.1 and 3.3 show that the effect of the transmission tower on cable 

vibrations is not significant. Earthquakes with low AN ratio cause large displacement in the 
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cable while the tower is m o h g  as a rigid body. The reason for this is that the fiequency 

content of the records with low AIV ratio is much less than the toweis fùndamental 

frequency. 

Earthquakes that have a strong efféct on the tower such as the Monte Negro 

earthquake, cause insignificant cable displacement due to the decouplhg of the fiequencies 

of fiee vibration of the cable and the tower in the transverse diuection (figures 3.9d and 

3.10d). 

By comparing the resulting forces in a free tower with the forces in the tower in a 

transmission line system given in table 3.2 for Tower I, some differences are observed. The 

maximum difference in intemal forces is approxhately 17% for the Imperia1 Vdey 

earthquake. For Tower II, the maximum difference in tower forces is much smaller as 

indicated fiom table 3.4. The maximum cable tension due to transverse excitation is 

insigniscant and the change in cable tension is therefore insignificant. On the basis of these 

results and observations, the intermediate spans of a transmission line can be modelled in the 

transverse direction by separate cables Gred at both ends. This simpiification yields excellent 

results especiaily in cable displacement calculations. The tower forces calculated fiom a 6ree 

standing tower mode1 are within a maximum dierence of only 17% fkom the force in the 

towers of a transmission line system. These observations agree with the conclusions of 

Kotsubo et al. (1 983) who found that the dynamic interaction between cables and towers is 

weak and that the effect of cables on the natural fkequencies of the tower may be neglected. 



3.3.1.2 Vertical excitation 

The envelopes of the maximum cable displacement due to the vertical component of 

ground motion are shown in figures 3.1 1 and 3.12 when using Tower 1 and Tower II in the 

analysis of the transmission line system, respectively. Tables 3.5 and 3.7 dong with figures 

3.1 1 and 3.12 show that the &ect of the tower on the cable vibration due to vertical ground 

motion is insignificant. The tower is very stB in the vertical direction, and therefore it 

transmits the ground motion without any change to the cable suspension point. Tables 3.6 

and 3.8 show that the cable tension is not afféded by the existence of the towers. Cornparhg 

the force in the tower for the case of a fiee tower with the force in a tower in a transmission 

h e  system indicates that the tower forces are unaffècted by the interaction between the tower 

and the cables in case of vertical excitation. A fiee standing tower is a good mode1 to obtain 

the forces in the tower due to vertical ground motion. 

3.3.2 Effect of Cable Insulator on the Seismic Response of Transmission line 

Cables are comected to transmission towers by insulators. The insulators are usuauy 

designed to withstand extreme and sudden temperature changes, rain, smoke, dust, and 

chemid &mes without chernical, deterioration, mechanical or electncal Mure. Suspension 

insulators are a class of insulators that is used widely for ali type of transmission lines specially 

high voltage lines. Under transverse ground motion, the insulators wiil swing in the out-of- 

plane dûection and thus affecthg the cable vibration. However, under vertical excitation it 

is expected that the cable vibrations will not be affected by the existence of the insulators. In 

this section, the effect of the insulators on cable vibration is analyzed. 
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A porcelain suspension insulator is selected for the analysis with an average diameter 

of 4.0 cm and a modu1us of elasticity E = 10' M P ~  Two different lengths are selected for the 

insulator, 2.0 m to be used for high voltage tmsmission ünes and 1.0 m for low voltage 

transmission lines. 

The transmission lhe model show in figure 3.13 is used with Tower 1 in this analysis. 

The ody diierence between this model and the model given in figure 3.8 is the existence of 

the suspension insulator. The insulator is modelled by a linear truss element. The 

transmission line is subjected to the horizontal and vertical wmponents of the 1985 Mexico 

and the 1971 San Fernando earthquakes. These two specific earthquakes are selected 

because they cause the maximum response in the transmission line. 

The maximum displacements of the cable as well as the maximum tension in the cable 

are presented in tables 3.9 and 3.10 for transverse and vertical excitations, respectively. 

These tables show that for transverse excitation, the cable tension is not affected significantly 

by the presence of the suspension insulators. For vertical excitation, the presence of the 

suspension insulator does not have any effect on the cable displacement or tension. 

Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the displacement rime history of the cable Md-point due 

to the horizontal component of the Mexico and the San Fernando earthquakes, respectively. 

It is noted that the displacement time history of the cable rnid-point is affecteci by the presence 

of the Mators. The main reason for this is the SWUlging motion of the insulator. This effect 

inweases with the increase in the insulator length. However, the maximum value of the cable 

displacement as shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15 and table 3.9 is not affected significantly by 
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the insulator. In the vertical direction, the displacement of the cable is unaffected by the 

presence of the insulator as shown in figure 3.16. 

3.4 COMPARXSON BETWEEN WIND AND EARTBQUAKE EFFECTS 

Transmission lines are designed in the transverse and vertical directions for the dead 

load in addition to wind and ice loads (Kravitz, 1982, for example). None of the codes used 

to design transmission Iines contains seismic provisions. The relative importance ofwind I 

ice and earthquake loads in transmission line design is a complex issue. The relative 

importance of loads in design depends on the wind and seismic zones where the transmission 

line is to be constructed. 

In this section an attempt is made to compare between the design forces in the 

transmission towers due to wind and earthquake loads. It is proposed that in seismic analysis 

of transmission lines, the main coicern is the large cable displacement which may cause the 

cables to touch each other. In this section, line forces due to earthquake loads will be 

compared with the design code provisions for wind and ice loads. 

3.4.1 Code Specifications 

Some of the specifications available for the design of transmission iines include the 

"Guidelines for Transmission Line Structural Loading " prepared by the Committee on 

Electncal Transmission Structures of the Structural Division of the Arnerican Society of Civil 

Engineers (ASCE, 199 1) and the State of the art report " Whd Loading and Wind-Induced 

Structural Response" by the Committee on Wind Effects (1987). In this andysis the design 
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procedure for transmission lines of the "National Electrical Safety Code ", (NESC, 1993) is 

used. The NESC code considers the dead load and the combination of ice and wind loads for 

the design of transmission hes  in the vertical and transverse directions. Loads Born 

conductor breakage are included in the design in the longitudinal direction. 

3.4.2 Design Procedun 

According to the NESC (1993) code7 two critical wind loading conditions should be 

considered in the verticai and transverse directions of transmission lines. The first load 

condition is the combined wind and ice loading on transmission lines (Case 1). The second 

load condition is the extreme wind loading on the transmission line system without ice (Case 

n). 

For the combined wind and ice loads, the United States is divided into three districts 

accordhg to the ice conditions. Table 3.1 1 shows the minimum radial ice thicknesses and the 

horizontal wind pressure to be used in load calculation for each district. According to this 

table, the country is divided into three districts of heavy, medium, and light ice loadings as 

shown in figure 3.17 (NESC, 1993). The design loads on cables are increased by the factors 

given in table 3.11 to take into consideration the wind and ice loads. The values of extreme 

wind pressure (Case II) are based on the 50 year isotachs. The contours of extreme wind 

speeds in miles per hour are shown in figure 3.18 (NESC, 1993). These values of whd 

speeds can be convertecl into wind pressures using the foliowing relations (NESC, 1993): 



pressure in 1b/ft2 = 0.00256 ( V A *  

or pressure in Pascals = 0.6 13 (vdA2 (3.1) 

The vertical loads on the towers include their dead weight, the weight of cables, 

insulators, and ice on cable. Transverse loading on transmission towers consists of two 

wmponents: transverse loading from the conductor and transverse loading fiom the tower 

itself. The transverse loadiing Corn the conductor is calculated accordmg to table 3.1 1 for ail 

the conductors carried by the transmission tower if their number is less than 10. The 

transverse loading on the tower itselfis caiculated using the wind pressure values in table 3.1 1 

acting on the tower face without ice covering and applying a shape factor of 2.0 for 

cylindncal members and 3.2 for flat surfaced members (NESC, 1993). The total load, 

however, should not exceed the load which would occur on a solid stmcture with the same 

outside dimensions. 

Overload capacity factors are used in the design of transmission lines for the case of 

combineci wind and ice loading as an added design safety. Values of these factors depend on 

the kind of load under consideration and the grade of construction. The overload capacity 

factors for metal towers specified by the NESC (1993) are listed in table 3.12. For the 

extreme wind loading case, this Eictor is 1 .O for the supporthg towers. In the current analysis 

the forces due to earthquake ground motion will be comparai to the forces due to the code 

specified loads without using the overload capacity factors. This is because earthquakes 

induced forces may be subjected to overload capacity factors as weii. 



3.4.3 Evaluation of Combined Wind and Ice Loading (Case I) 

Wmd loading is calculated for the transmission line system shown in figure 3.8 using 

Tower 1. The loads on the tower are divided into loads fiom the conductors and loads fiom 

the tower itseif. The total loads are the summation of both cases 

3.4.3.1 Loads from the conductors 

The loads are calculated for a range of diiérent parameters to check the effect of their 

variation on the maximum forces in the tower members. The cable diameter is varied fiom 

2.0 cm to 3.5 cm and the typicai span of the line is taken to range from 300 m to 500 m. The 

number of cables hanging on an intennediate tower is 6 fiom each side. Intemal forces in 

tower members are shown in table 3.13 for different loading districts. As expected, the 

m ~ u m  interna1 forces are in the heavy ice loading district. In al1 loading combinations, the 

maximum force resulted in the lower part of the tower leg. 

From the maximum forces in the medium and heavy ice loading districts, the span of 

the iine has a more substantial effect on the forces than the cable diameter. However, in the 

light ice loading district both the cable diarneter and the iine span have effects of the same 

order of magnitude on the forces in the transmission tower members. 

3.4.3.2 Loads from the tower itself 

The load on the tower face is calculated for a latticed steel tower with flat surface 

members which means that the shape factor equals to 3.2 (NESC, 1993). To calculate the 

load for a general tower, the shape of the tower side face is assumed to be triangular with 
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equals to 41.6 m and a variable base width and solidity ratio. The base width is varied tiom 

7.5 m which represents a square base to 6.5 m, while the solidity ratio is varied nom 0.05 to 

0.20. Values of the maximum forces in tower members are shown in table 3.14 for difFerent 

ice loading districts. 

Comparing tables 3.13 and 3.14 shows that in the light ice loading district, both the 

wind on the cables and the wind on the tower produce forces in the tower members of the 

sarne order of magnitude. However, in the medium and heavy ice loading districts, the wind 

on cables produces forces in the tower members that are much larger than the wind on the 

tower itseIf. The reason is that according to the NESC (1993) the ice wvering is considered 

oniy on the cables and not on the tower itself 

3.4.4 Evaluation of Extreme Wind Loading (Case II) 

On the map shown in figure 3.18, the extreme wind speed in each zone in the United 

States is indicated. The minimum value of wind pressure using equation (3.1) is 0.60 kPa in 

the Los Angeles area and the maximum value is 1.48 Wa in the south-east of the United 

States. The maximum values of forces in tower members due to an extreme wind pressure 

of 0.60 Wa are show in tables 3.15 and 3.16 due to wind on the cables and on the tower, 

respectively. Since the problem under consideration is a linear problem, then for any value 

of wind pressure higher than 0.60 kPa, the intemal forces in tower members are linearly 

proportional to the value of wind pressure. 



3.4.5 Numerical Example 

A numerical example is chosen to compare between the wind and earthquake effécts 

on transmission lines. The base width is taken equal to 7.5 m to represent a tower with a 

square base and the solidity ratio is chosen equal to 0.15 which is a reasonable value for 

transmission towers. Two values of cable diameters are selected: 3.5 cm and 2.0 cm to 

represent heavy cables and light cables, respectively. The cable span is varied fiom 300 m to 

500 m. 

For seisrnic analysis, the Irnperial Vailey earthquake is used because it produces the 

largest forces in tower memben next only to the Monte Negro earthquake as shown 

previously in table 3.2 This event has the advantage of being a California earthquake and 

represents a more realistic earthquake loading for towers in the California area. 

The horizontal component of the Irnperial Valley earthqualce has a peak ground 

acceleration of 0.35 g. In the analysis, the earthquake is used once without scaling, then it 

is scaled to peak ground accelerations of 0.2 g and 0.5 g to cover a range of possible 

earthquakes. The maximum forces in tower members due to the Imperia1 Valley earthquake 

for various span lengths of the transmission line are given in tables 3.17 and 3.18 for cable 

diameter qua1 to 3.5 cm and 2.0 cm, respectively. From the forces s h o w  in tables 3.17 and 

3.18, it is observed that the change in the tower force due to the d i r e n c e  in Line span and 

cable diameter is insignificant. 

A cornparison between the maximum forces in tower members due to difEerent load 

combinations for cable diameter of 3.5 cm and 2.0 cm, is shown in figures 3.19 and 3.20, 

respectively. Two values of extreme wind pressure are used in this analysis, 0.60 kPa and 
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0.78 kPa (13 lb/* and 16 lb/f12, respdvely). In this cornparison, the overload capacity 

fitaor for the case of combined wind and ice loading is not used. The earthquake load used 

in this figures is the Imperia1 Valley earthquake without scaling. 

From the data shown in figures 3.19 and 3.20, it is observeci that the code specified 

loads are not always the critical loads for the design of transmission towers and that the forces 

due to earthquake loading may exceed those due to wind loading. For smaller cable 

diameters and smaller üne spans, the earthquake loading becomes more critical than the wind 

loadiig. In the light and medium ice loading districts for the case of combined wind and ice 

loading, the earthquake Ioading may become more significant than the wind loading. 

Consider a s p d c  exarnple for a transmission line in the area of Los Angeles where 

the extreme wind pressure is 0.60 kPa and the area is in the light ice loading district. For the 

case of a small cable diameter (2.0 cm), the force induced in the tower due to wind loading 

is smaller than the force induced in the tower by the Imperia1 Valley earthquake. 

3.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the dynamic behaviour of transmission towers is analyzed, then their 

seisrnic response is evaluated. The seismic behaviour of transmission lines is  evduated and 

a simplified mode1 for the analysis of the line when subjected to earthquake ground motion 

is presented. The forces in tower members due to earthquake loading are compared to the 

forces caused by the design loads in the National Electrical Safety Code (NESC, 1993). 



The following conclusions are amived at fkom the analysis: 

1. The displacement of tower points due to transverse excitation is govemed by the first 

mode. 

2. The transverse excitation can have a signjficant effect on the tower forces, whüe the 

vertical excitation does not produce any significant forces in tower members. 

3. The contribution of the towers to the seismic performance of transmission ünes can 

be neglected. For simplicity, the line can be modelled by cables f'ixed at both ends. 

4. The forces deselopeci in tower members due to seisrnic loading can exceed the loads 

developed by wind and ice loads and extreme wind loads particularly for smaller cable 

diameten and for shorter spans. 



Table 3.1 Maximum displacement response of transmission lines with Tower I due to 
transverse excitation 

Tower displaament Cable rnid-point displacement 

Free tower Transmission line Single cable Transmission line 
- - - - -- 

Mexico 6.0 5.7 205.9 209.8 

San Fernando 5.2 4.6 95.7 97.9 

Monte Negro 12.9 11.6 27.5 33.7 

Imperid Valley 9.5 7.8 45.4 47.1 

Parkfïeld 2.1 2.0 8.7 10.9 

Lytle Creek 4.8 4.2 4.6 9.3 

Table 3.2 Maximum forces of transmission lines with Tower 1 due to transverse excitation 

Tower internal force Cable tension 

Event OcN) (kW 
Free tower Transmission line Single cable Transmission h e  

Mexico 118.3 113.4 2.4 2.7 

San Fernando 101.9 88.8 1.6 1.9 

Monte Negro 253.2 229.0 0.4 1.6 

Imperia1 Valley 186.9 155 -4 0.3 1.4 

Parkfield 41.0 39.7 O. 3 0.4 

Lytle Creek 92.1 85.2 0.2 0.6 



Table 3.3 Maximum displacement response of transmission lines with Tower II due to 
transverse excitation 

Tower displacement Cable mid-point displamnent ' 

Event (cm) (cm) 
Free tower Transmission line Single cable Transmission line 

Mexico 2.0 0.7 205.9 207.2 

San Fernando 0.7 2.0 95 -7 96.4 

Monte Negro 2.6 2.6 27.5 27.8 

Imperia1 Valley 1.4 1.3 45.4 45 .O 

ParHeId 1.6 1.6 8.7 9.0 

Lytle Creek 1.9 4.2 4.6 4.7 

Table 3.4 Maximum forces of transmission lines with Tower II due to transverse excitation 

Tower interna1 force Cable tension 

Event OcN) (kN) 

Free tower Transmission line Single cable Transmission line 

Mexico 23 -4 24.8 2.4 2.4 

San Fernando 72.0 73.2 1.6 1.7 

Monte Negro 95.4 94.8 0.4 0.6 

Imperia1 Valley 42.4 42.2 0.3 0.4 

Lytle Creek 54.6 54.8 0.2 0.4 



Table 3.5 Maximum displacement response of transmission lines with Tower 1 due to 
vertical excitation 

Free tower Transmission line Single cable Transmission h e  

Mexico 0.2 0.3 150.9 150.8 

San Fernando 0.2 0.3 3 1.5 3 1.7 

Monte Negro 0.2 0.3 14.6 14.9 

Imperid Valley 0.2 0.3 8.5 8.8 

Parkfietd 0.2 0.3 7.4 7.6 

Lytle Creek 0.2 0.3 3.9 4.2 

Table 3.6 Maximum forces of transmission lines with Tower 1 due to verticai excitation 

- - 

Tower intemal force Cable tension 
Event (kW OcN) 

Free tower Transmission iine Single cable Transmission line 
- - - - - - . 

Mexico 6.0 10.7 17.1 17.1 

San Fernando 6.3 6.7 4.4 4.4 

Monte Negro 5.8 10.1 2.1 2.1 

Imperia1 Valley 8.4 12.8 1.7 1.7 

Parkfield 6.4 10.8 1.1 1.1 

Lytle Creek 7.5 11.8 0.7 0.7 



Table 3.7 Maximum displacement response of transmission h e s  with Tower II due to 
vertical excitation 

Tower displacement Cable rnid-point displacement 

Event (cm) (cm) 

Free tower Transmission line Single cable Transmission line 

Mexico O. 1 O. 1 150.9 150.9 

San Fernando O. 1 O. 1 31.5 3 1.5 

Monte Negro 0.1 O. 1 14.6 14.7 

linpenal Valley 0.1 O. 1 8.5 8.6 

Lvtle Creek O. 1 O. 1 3 -9 4.0 

Table 3.8 Maximum forces of transmission lines with Tower II due to verticai excitation 

Tower interna1 force Cable tension 

Event (kW (kN) 

Free tower Transmission line Single cable Transmission line 
--- - -  . 

Mexico 3.1 3.7 17.1 17.1 

San Fernando 2.6 3.8 4.4 4.4 

Monte Negro 2.1 3 2.1 2.1 

Imperia1 Valley 4.3 6.1 1.7 1.7 

Lvtle Creek 3.1 3 -9 0.7 0.7 



Table 3.9 Effect of the suspension insulator on cable response to transverse excitation 

Maximum cable tension Maximum cable displacement 
(W (an) 

Event -- 

Suspension Suspension Suspension Suspension 
No suspension length = 1 .O rn length = 2.0 m No suspension lm@ = 1 .O m l e n a  = 2.0 m 

Mexico 2.7 2.9 3 .O 209.8 178.1 t 82.5 

San Fernando 1.9 1.7 1.6 97.9 98.1 93.5 
d 

Table 3.10 Effect of the suspension insulator on cable response to vertical excitation 

Maximum cable tension Maximum caMe displacement 
(W (cm) 

Event 1 

Suspension Suspension Suspension Suspension 
No length = 1 .O m length = 2.0 rn No suspension length-1.0m lengthP2.0m 

Mexico 17.1 17.1 17.1 150.8 f 50.8 150.8 

San Fernando 4.4 4.4 4.4 150.8 150.8 150.8 
I- 



Table 3.1 1 Ice and wind loading factors (NESC, 1993) 

- - 

Loading districts 
(for use in the case of Extreme wind 

wmbined wind and ice loadiig) loading 
Heaw Medium Light 

Radial thickness 
ice (mm) 

Horizontal wind 
pressure (Pa) 

Additional wind 

see figure 3.18 

0.7 0.0 pressure (Nlm) 

Table 3.12 Overload capacity factors for metal towers (NESC, L 993) 

Overload capacity factors 

Grade B construction Grade C construction 

Vertical strength 1.50 1.50 

Transverse strengih (wind load) 2.50 2.20 



Table 3.13 Maximum forces in tower members in kN due to wind on cables (Case I) 

(a) Light loading district 

Cable diameter Cable span (m) 

(b) Medium loadig district 

Cable diarneter Cable span (m) 

(c) Heavy loading district 

-- - -- - 

Cable diameter Cable span (m) 



Table 3.14 Maximum forces in tower members in kN due to wind on tower (Case I) 

(a) Light loading district 

Tower base width Solidity ratio 

@) Medium and heavy loading district 

- - - pp - - - - 

Tower base width Solidity ratio 
(ml 0.05 O. 10 O. 15 0.20 



Table 3.15 Maximum forces in tower members in kN due to wind pressure of 0.60 kPa on 
cables (Case II) 

Cable diameter Cable span (m) 

Table 3.16 Maximum forces in tower members in kN due to wind pressure of 0.60 kPa on 
tower (Case II) 

Tower base width Solidity ratio 



Table 3.17 Maximum forces in tower members in I<N due to the 1940 Imperiai Valley 
earthquake (cable diameter = 3.5 cm) 

Peak ground Cable span (m) 
accel eration 

(g) 300 400 500 

Table 3.18 Maximum forces in tower members in kN due to the 1940 Imperia1 Vdey 
earthquake (cable diameter = 2.0 cm) 

Peak ground Cable span (m) 
acceleration 

(g)  300 400 500 



Figure 3.1 Transmission Tower 1 



Figure 3.2 Transmission Tower II 
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Figure 3.3 First t h e  mode shapes for Tower 1 and Tower II 
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Figure 3.4 Displacement of point (X) in Tower 1 for different values of 
excitation fiequency 
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Figure 3.5 Displacement of point (X) in Tower II for different dues of 
excitation fkequency 
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Figure 3.6 Displacement of point in transmission Tower 1 
due to horizontal ground motion 
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Figure 3.6 (cont.) 
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Figure 3.7 Displacement of point O[) in transmission Tower II 
due to horizontal ground motion 
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Figure 3.7 (cont .) Displacement of point (X) in transmission 
Tower II due to horizontal gnnud motion 



Figure 3.8 Transmission h e  system 
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Figure 3.9 Envelopes of maximum response to transverse excitation 
for transmission lines with Tower 1 
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Figure 3.9 (wnt.) Envelopes of maximum respome to transverse 
excitation for transmission lines with Tower 1 
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Figure 3.10 (cont .) Envelopes of maximum response to transverse 
excitation for transmission lines with Tower II 
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Figure 3.1 1 Emrelopes of maximum response to vertical excitation 
for transmission lines with Tower 1 
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Figure 3.1 1 (cont.) Envelopes of maximum respoirpe to v d d  
excitation for transmission lines with Tower I 
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Figure 3.12 Envelopes of maximum response to vertid excitation 
for transmission lines with Tower II 



Figure 3.12 (cont.) Enveiopes of maximum response to vertid 
excitation for transmission lines with Tower II 



Figure 3.13 Transmission h e  system with suspension insulators 
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Figure 3.14 Effect of suspension i d a t o r  on the vibration of cable mid-point 
due to the horizontal component of the 1985 Mexico eatthquake 
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Figure 3.15 Effbct of suspension icisulator on the viiration of cable mid-point due 
to the horizontai wmponent of the 1971 San Feniando earthquake 
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Figure 3.16 Effect of suspension insuiator on the vibration of cable &point 
due to the vertical component ofground motion 



Figure 3.17 Gened loading map of the United States for transmission iines 
(NESC, 1993) 

Figure 3.18 Basic wind speed in miles pa hour (NESC, 1993) 
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Figure 3.19 Maximum forces in tower members for different load combinations 
and for cable diameter of 3.5 cm 
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Figure 3.20 Maximum forces in tower members for different load combinations 
and for cable diameter of 2.0 cm 



CHAPTER 4 

MULTIPLE SUPPORT EXCITATION OF TRANSMISSION LINES 

4.1 GENERAL 

Transmission lines extend for long distances over diierent site conditions in areas of 

high seismicity. One major difnculty that arises during the seismic analysis of transmission 

line is its long span. Because of the long distances between transmission towers, they may 

be subjected to düferent input ground motions. 

In the dynamic analysis of long span structures, multiple support excitation may be 

accounted for using several approaches. One approach is to use the travelling wave method 

where the input ground motions at al1 the supports are similar but with a phase shift that 

depends on the velocity of the seisrnic wave and the distance between supports. The second 

approach is the use of spatially correIated ground motions. This approach takes into account 

the wave travel effect as weii as the incoherency of the seismic waves. 

Several problems arise during the study of multiple support excitation of structures. 

Most of the wmmonly avdable cornputer programs for seismic analysis of structures do not 

d o w  the introduction of multiple acceleration time histones. The use of the displacement 

time history of the ground motion instead of the acceleration t h e  history may be more 

appropriate for long span structures as suggested by Fenves (1992). 
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In this chapter, ground displacernent time histories for vertical and horizontal ground 

motions are generated. Both the incoherency of seismic waves and the wave travel effects 

are accounted for. Various coherency models and seismic wave velocities are considered in 

the analysis. The transmission line is subjected to the. generated ground motions. The 

equations of motion for the structure due to the multiple support excitation are denved. A 

simplified approach is descnbed to obtain the response of the transmission h e  system to 

multiple support excitation. 

The results of the analysis are presented in the form of cable displacement, cable 

tension, and tower intemal forces. The system response using uniform support excitation is 

cornpared with the response using multiple support excitation which is a more realistic 

assumption. The effects of wave propagation velocity and coherency mode1 on the response 

are also investigated. 

4.2 GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL GROUND DISPLACEmNT 

The ground motion travels fiom the earthquake epicentre to a specinc site at a speed 

that varies between 250 and 2000 d s  depending on the type of rock or soi1 through which 

the seismic waves travel. During this travel, the amplitude and the frequency of the seismic 

waves are affected. For short span structures, the input motion is assumed the same at al1 

supports. However, this assumption is not true for long span structures such as transmission 

lines. 

The variation in seismic ground motion affecting difEerent supports of a long span 

structure is intluenced by three main factors. The first factor is the wave mvel etfed that 
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results f?om the hite speed of the seisrnic waves. The second -or is the incoherency effect 

that results fiom the reflection and rehction of seismic waves. The third factor is the local 

site effect. The fmt two factors are accounted for in this d y s i s  while the site eEect is 

beyond the scope of this research. 

To account for the variation in seismic ground motion, a seismological approach based 

on the seismic wave propagation nom the epicentre to the supporting structure may be used. 

Alternatively, a stochastic approach based on random vibration analysis may be adopted. The 

ground motion cross spectral density Sr (o) betwee~ an arbitrary point and a station at a 

distance r apart is given by: 

where, S (o) is the power spectral density of the ground displacement, and R (r, a) is the 

coherency function. 

To define the ground motion at a specific site, the power spectrai density function and the 

coherency fùnction should be defined. 

4.2.1 Power Spectral Density of Ground Motion 

The power spectral density of a ground motion is a distinctive characteristic of that 

ground motion as it is assumed constant at any location on the ground surface. An 

appropriate power spectrum density fùnction that is comrnonly used by researchers is that 

presnted by Clough and Penzien (1975) 4 t h  the appropriate parameters to fit ditferent kinds 

of soil. The Clough-Penzien power spectral density for ground displacement is given as: 



where S, is a scale factor, o , C , are the first ground filter parameters- The second ground 

fiiter parameters are O ,, F; , Values of dif5erent parameters depend on the actual earthquake 

data, on the type of the soi1 and on the component of the earthquake considerd in the 

analysis. For the horizontal component ofground motion, Der Kiureghian and Neuenhofer 

(1991) provided values for the flter parameters for difFerent soi1 types as given in table 4.1. 

The power spectral density function for the medium soi1 is used to generate the correspondmg 

ground displacement. The medium soi1 is used because the predominant frequency of the 

ground motion is near the range of significant cable fiequemies. The shape of the power 

spectral density of the ground displacement for the horizontal component of the earthquake 

is show in figure 4.1. In this anaiysis S, is taken equai to 0.01 m2/s3. 

The power spectral density function of the vertical component of ground motion is 

Merent fiom that ofthe horizontal component. Limiteci research was done to determine the 

shape of this function. Elghadamsi et al. (1988) and Hao et al. (1989) used the Clough- 

Penzien power spectrum to represent the vertical component of ground motion with the 

appropriate fiîter parameters. 

Based on the results of about 120 vertical accelerograms, Elghadamsi et ai. (1988) 

estimated the average value of the filter pararneters for dEerent site conditions as presented 

in table 4.2. Based on this table, the foiiowing vdues offiiter pararneters are used in the 
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present analysis: o, = 25.0 rad/s. E, = 0.46 , q= 0.1 a,, and cf = E, . The value of S, 

is taken 0.0075 m2/t? to represent % its value in the horizontal diiection. The shape of the 

power s p d  density fwction of the vertical cumponent of the earthquake is shown in figure 

4.2. 

4.2.2 Coherency Models 

Different coherency models were developed based on actual sets of earthquake 

records. From the available data in the literature. two different coherency models are used 

in this andysis. The first model was used by Huidy and Novak (1980), and will be denoted 

as model 1. The second model was developed by Harichandran and Vanmarcke (1986). and 

will be denoted to as model II. The choice of these two models is based on their wide use in 

seismic response of long span structures [e.g., Ramadan and Novak (1992) and Zerva 

(1990)l. The purpose of using two dinerent coherency models in the analysis is to investigate 

the effect of choosing a specific coherency model on the response of transmission lines. 

ModelI is a simplified fùnction that works weU in other random fields and is given by: 

where, c is a constant that depends on the epicentral distance and the 

earthquake; V is seismic wave propagation velocity; and y is a constant. 

magnitude of the 

The parameters y 

= 1.0 and c = 1/2 are used as suggested by Hhdy and Novak (1980). The wave propagation 

velocity is varied between 250 mls and 2000 mls to cover a wide range of possible wave 

propagation velocities. 
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This model was developed in 1980 by HUidy and Novak and was later found (Novak, 

1987) to be in good agreement with the SMART-1 data. The change in the coherency with 

the frequency for various wave propagation velocities is shown in figure 4.3. It appears nom 

this figure that at low propagation velocities (V = 250 mk), the coherency at tiequencies 

greater than 5.0 rad/s is almost zero which represent uncorrelated ground motions. 

Model II was developed by Harichandnui and Vanrnarcke (1986) based on the 

analysis of the recorded data of Event 20 of the SMART-1 array. The coherency funciion 

is given by: 

R( r ,o )  = A exp [ -  2 r  ( 1  - A  + C A ) ]  + 
C Wo) 

( 1  - A) exp [ -  - 2 r  (1  - A + C A ) ]  
e ( w  

where, 

The values of the constants were deterrnined based on Event 20 as follows: 

A = 0.736 C = 0.147 

k = 5210111 f, = 1.09Hz 

b = 2.78 

The coherency fiinction of model II is represented by the solid line in figure 4.4. 

There are some differences between model 1 and model II. Model! represents fblly 

correlated ground motions at vety low fiequencies (a = O), then the correlation decays rapidly 

at higher fiequencies. Meanwhile, model II represents records that are not fuUy correlated 
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at low fiequencies, however, the decrease in coherency with increasing fiequency is slower 

than model 1. This means that the variabii in earthquake tirne histones generated by model 

1 is due to the higher firequency components. Meanwhile, the variabüity in the time histories 

generated by model II is due to the lower frequency cornponents. 

The coherency function for the vertical component of ground motion can be 

considend siniüar to that of the horizontal component with dierent values for the constants. 

In the current analysis, the same coherency models are used for the horizontal and vertical 

components of ground motion for two reasons. Fust, the data available on the vertical 

component ofground motion in the literature is very limited. Second, the objective of this 

analysis is to waluate the importance of cedering multiple support excitation in the seismic 

analysis of transmission lines. This objective can be achieved by using the same coherency 

models. 

4.2.3 Method for Generating Ground Displacement 

Ramadan and Novak (1 993) presented an asymptotically accurate technique to 

generate stationary random ground displacement. Considering only the incoherency effect 

between two or more stations, the generated ground displacement is given by: 

4-- 
cos (di, t + 

n k r  -1 
Li 



w here, 

r is the distance from an arbitrary point to the station; 

+ir and qi , are two random phase angles unifonnly distributed between O and 2x; 

mi ,, o; , are two cùcular fiequencies given by ai, = i (Am) - k (Ao) / N, and @, 

=i (Aw) - (k -  !h)(A~)lN,i= 1,2,. . . -  . ,MwithA~=q,JhiJ; 

M is the number of fkequencies in the analysis. It is taken qua1 to 200; 

a, k = 0, 1, . . . . . ., N are constants that wiU be dehed lateq 

k is a fiequency dependent characteristic length. 

Ramadan and Novak (1993) presented the concept of the correlation length 1, as: 

The correlation length is a frequency dependent length and it is used in evaluating the 

displacement time history ofthe ground motion through the relation = a 1,. The constant 

"a" depends on the distance over which the ground motion is sirnulated and it is assumed 

equal to 3 .O in this analysis. 

To use equation (4.6) to generate ground motion records, the wherency of the 

siimulated motion should be given as a Fourier series in the fom: 

nkr ~ ' ( r , o )  = 5 a: cos (;-) 

The accuracy of the sirnulated motion depends on the number of Fourier terms used "N". 
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However, for N = 3 to 10 enough accuracy can be achieved. For the first coherency model, 

the correlation length I, equals to: 

To satisQ the target coherency function, the factors 4 in model 1 are dehed by 

Ramadan and Novak (1993) as: 

1 
Lu 

rckr a: = - / R(r,w) cos (-) dr = 
2 [ 1  - (-1lk e -= ]  

L =a xk 2 
(4.1 1) 

Lu a [ l  + (-1 1 
a 

For coherency model II, the correlation lengîh I' is chosen by Ramadan and Novak 

(1993) as: 

Therefore, the Fourier coefficients e, are given by: 



Figure 4.4 shows the coherency fundon of mode1 II, both the target coherency 

defined by equation (4.4) and the shulated coherency using equation (4.8) with the 

coefficients given by equations (4.13) and (4.14), for value of N = 10. The accuracy of the 

method developed by Ramadan and Novak is demonstrated. 

The ground displacement generated by equation (4.6) is developed using a stationary 

random process. The nonstationary characteristics of ground motion are introduced by 

hposing a suitable t h e  function on the ground displacement. In this research, for simplicity, 

a half sine wave is used. The nonstationary ground displacement u& is given by: 

where T is the duration of the generated ground displacement which is taken equal to 40 s in 

this analysis. 

4.2.4 Wave Travel Effect 

The phase dxerence due to wave travel can be accounted for by introducing a tirne 

lag in equation (4.6). The time lag r between any two stations is given by .s = r / V where r 

is the separation distance between the two stations and V is the wave velocity in the same 



direction. Therefore, equation (4.6) am be modined to become: 

rr k r )  
u,(t) = f g [ Jw COS (aii: (t - + bit + - 

k=O i = l  

x k r  Li (4.16) 
+ d- cos {a!,, (t - r) + 01, + - 1  1 

Li 

4.2.5 Genented Ground Displacement 

The Clough-Penzien power spectmrn for the horizontal and vertical components of 

ground motion show in figures 4.1 and 4.2, are used to generate the ground displacement. 

The records are generated at two locations at distances of zero and 400 m, which is the 

typical span of the line. Four appropriate wave propagation velocities are used in the analysis: 

2000, 1000, 500, and 250 m/s, to wver a wide range of expected wave propagation 

velocities. Mode1 1 and model II for the coherency are used in the analysis. 

The generated horizontal ground displacements are shown in figures 4.5 through 4.8 

for dEerent assumptions and different coherency models. The generated vertical ground 

displacements are shown in figures 4.9 through 4.12 for different assumptions and different 

coherency models. Figures 4Sc, 4Sd, 4.9c, 4.9d show that for model 1, the two generated 

records, 400 m apart, are well correlateci at high velocities, 1000 m/s and 2000 mis. On the 

other hand, at the low velocity of 250 m l s ,  the generated ground displacements are almost 

uncorrelated. It is also clear f?om figures 4.7 and 4.1 1 that using model II results in a ground 

motion that is not coherent at both stations. 
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4.3 ANALYSIS APPROACH 

Multiple support excitation of long span structures is a complex problem. Most 

commonly available cornputer programs for the seismic analysis of structures do not allow 

more than one acceleration or displacement t h e  histories as input data. This section is 

devoted to presenting dEerent techniques to solve this problem. 

4.3.1 Equations of Motion 

The equation of motion of a structure subjected to seismic ground motion is in the 

form ofequation (2.1). Differentiating between the response degrees of fkeedom denoted by 

"su and the degrees offteedom where the ground motion is applied (ground degrees of 

fieedorn) denoted by "g", the following matrix equation is obtained: 

The equation defining the response degrees of fieedom is given by: 

The solution of equation (4.18) depends on how the earthquake is defined in the right- 

hand side of the equation. The ground motion can be introduced in the form of either an 

acceleration or a displacement tirne history. Each method has its own advantages and 

disadvantages. 
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If the support acceleration is defined, then the total displacement u, is separated into 

two parts, the dynamic displacement y and the pseudo-static displacement y. The dynamic 

part of the displacement exists even if the structure is subjected to simiiar ground motions at 

aii supports, while the pseudo-static displacement exists because of the differential movements 

between dmerent supports of the structure. The totai displacement is then given by: 

where udB = 0.0 

Using equations (4.18) and (4.19) and removing all the t h e  dependent ternis, the 

static equilibrium equations are obtained: 

Finally, considering a lumped mass matrix and a Rayleigh damping, and making use 

of equations (4.19) to (4.2 l), equation (4.18) can be reduced to: 

M~~ Gd, + Cs, %S + Ks, %S = - M~~ R ~ g  üpg (4.22) 

The generated support acceleration t h e  histories are introduced in q a t i o n  (4.22). 

However, the use of this equation is difncult because it involves matrix partitionhg and 
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matrix inversion. Moreover, for a nonlinear system, where the stiffhess changes d e r  every 

tirne step, the whole matrix operations should be carxied out after every stifniess change. 

The second possibiIity is to specify the suppon displacement time histories. Starting 

with equation (4.18) and assuming a diagonal mass matrix and a stifiess proportional 

Rayleigh damping, the following equation is obtained: 

M~~ Us + Css us + Kss us = - Yg ug (4.23) 

Considering the initial conditions for the dynamic displacement to be zero, the initial 

conditions for the total displacement are given by: 

Equation (4.23) is applicable in the analysis of nonlinear systems. Defining support 

displacement instead of support acceleration is more appropriate for long span structures. 

However, the problem remains that most of the commonly used cornputer programs do not 

allow the spdcation ofdserent displacement time histories at the different supports of the 

long span structures. 

4.3.2 Simplifkd Approach for the Analysis 

Fenves (1992) proposed a simplified technique for replacing the different support 

displacement by dynamic forces. The technique is based on adding stiff springs at the 

supports in the direction of the specified support displacement. A dynamic load, equal to the 
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spring stiflbiiess multiplieci by the support displacement, is then applied in the direction ofeach 

support displacement as shown in figure 4.13 for horizontal ground motion. Ifthe spring is 

stiff enough, the displacement at the support point should be equal to the ground 

displacement tirne hiaory. This approach is presented by Ghobarah et al. (1996). 

To ver@ the aoavacy of the simplified m&od, an aremple is solved for cable 1 ushg 

the data given in Chapter 2. The cable is fixed at both ends and subjected to a horizontal and 

a vertical sine-shaped ground motion. The response of the cable to a unSom excitation is 

d u a t e d  using both the acceleration time history and the simplified approach. The ground 

motion has a fiequency of 1.0 Hz and an amplitude of 0.3 g. The transverse displacement 

tirne history of the cable rnid-point due to transverse ground motion is show in figure 4.14. 

In figure 4.15, the vertical displacement time history of the cable rnid-point due to vertical 

ground motion is plotted. Both figures show complete agreement behveen the sirnplified 

approach and the case of acceleration time history specified as uniforni excitation. This is 

expected since the simplified approach is an exact solution. 

4.4 RESPONSE OF TRANSMISSION LINES TO TRANSVERSE GROUND 

MOTION 

To analyze the Fponse oftransmission ünes to transverse ground motion, the model 

show in figure 3.8 for the transmission line is used in the analysis. In this model, the typical 

span between transmission towers is taken 400 m. The cable used is Cable 1 with the 

properties given in Chapter 2. 
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The transmission line is subjected to the artüicially generated ground motions (figures 

4.5 through 4.8). The supports of the first tower are subjected to the generated ground 

displacement at zero m, while the supports of the second tower are subjected to the generated 

ground displacement at 400 m. Four dinerent wave propagation velocities are considered in 

the analysis 250,500, 1000, and 2000 m/s. The effect of the coherency model (model 1 and 

model II) is also studied. 

The results of the analysis are shown h figures 4.16 to 4.22. Figures 4.16 to 4.19 

show the envelopes of the peak cable displacement of the top cable in figure 3.8 using 

different coherency models and different assumptions in generating the ground motion. 

Figures 4.20 through 4.22 show the displacement time history of the cable rnid-point using 

different assumptions to generate the ground motion records. 

4.4.1 Transverse Cable Displacement 

Figure 4.16 shows the envelopes of maximum total cable displacement considering 

the incoherency effect only. The envelopes of maximum cable displacement for the case of 

ground motion wiih wave travel effect only are plotted in figure 4.17. Both the hcoherency 

and wave travel effects are included in the analysis of maximum cable displacement shown in 

figures 4.18 and 4.19 using model 1 and model II for the coherency, respectively. 

It is evident from these figures that for most of the cases of input ground motion 

considered, the assumption of uniform ground motion at ali supports (V = - for model 1) does 

not represent the most critical case for cable displacement. Cons ide~g the incoherency 

effect only, for example, the total displacement at the cable mid span equals to 87.9 cm for 
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uniforni ground motion, while for multiple support excitation using model 1 with a wave 

propagation velocity of V = 500 m/s the response equals to 95.7 cm. The iagnification at 

)/r span point is larger for this case as the response increases from 58.2 cm for uniform ground 

motion to 82.8 cm for V = 500 rnls. 

The sarne conclusion was anived at by Abdel-Ghaffar and Stringfeliow (1984a and 

b) aiad by Dumanogiu and Severn (1987) in their analysis of seismic behaviour of suspension 

bridges and by Rao and Iyengar (1991) in their study of the seismic behaviour of long span 

cables. The reason is that the antisymmetric modes are not excited by the unifon excitation 

case. 1t should be noted that figures 4.18 and 4.19 are not the sum of figures 4.16 and 4.17 

as the maximum values do not occur at the same tirne and the problem under consideration 

is nonlinear in nature where the principle of superposition does not apply. 

Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the displacement t h e  histones of the cable mid-point due 

to transverse ground motion considering the incoherency effect only and using model I and 

model II, respectively. Figure 4.20 shows that, using mode1 I for the coherency, for higher 

propagation velocities (V z 1000 mfs) which is the case of the firm soil, the response 

approaches that of the case of unifom excitation. On the other hand, figure 4.2 1 shows that, 

using model II for the coherency, the response is diierent from the case of uniform excitation. 

This is mainiy due to the uncorrelation between the seismic waves at the low fiequency 

content using this model (figure 4.4). Figure 4.22 shows the transverse displacement tirne 

history of cable mid-point considering the wave travel effect only. The figure indicates that 

as the velocity of propagation increases the response becornes sirniiar to the case of uniforni 

excitation which is expecteâ since V = - represents the uniform excitation case. 
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Considering the incoherency effect only, the wave propagation velocity has a 

signifiant effect on the transverse cable displacement if model I for the coherency is used. 

The second lowest velocity (V = 500 m l s )  results in the highest response specialIy fiom the 

cable mid point to the end of the cable as shown in figure 4.16. The lowest velocity (V = 250 

mls) does not result in the maximum displacement in this case as the two generated ground 

motions are almost unwrrelated and this might reduce the pseudo--tic response. However, 

if model II is used, the wave propagation velocity has no effect on the results since the 

coherency function defined by model II does not depend on the wave velocity. 

Considering the wave travel effect alone (figure 4-17), the lowest velocity (V = 250 

m/s) results in the highest response in the last quarter of the cable span. The same 

observation was made by Dumanoglu and Severn (1987) in their study of suspension bridge 

cables. However, in the first half of the span the effect of the propagation velocity is not 

sigdcant except for the case V = 250 mls  where the response is reduced dramatically. This 

large diierence indicates that phasing between the input ground motion can have a significant 

eEect on the response. 

4.4.2 Interna1 Forces in Transmission Line Elements 

The maximum forces in the tower members for difEerent propagation velocities and 

dserent assumptions regarding the earthquake ground motion are s h o h  in table 4.3. The 

maximum force in the tower members in the case of unifonn ground motion at al1 supports 

is 95.9 kN. It is evident fiom the results that wnsidering multiple support excitation increases 

the intemal forces in tower members for al1 cases. The maximum increase is approxhately 
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35% for wave propagation velocity of 500 d s  and considering the incoherency effect only 

using model 1. These conclusions are particular to the numericai example selected and may 

vary with the tower dimensions, cable geometry and generated ground motion. 

The maximum value of cable tension for dierent cases of input ground motion is 

shown in table 4.4. The maximum tension in the cabie due to the effect of uniforni ground 

motion is 1 .O8 W. The tension in the cable due to the transverse component of ground 

motion is insignifiant and the change in the tension due to multiple support excitation is very 

srnail. This result is expected since the transverse vibration of cables is rnainiy swinghg and 

does not incorporate significant change in cable length and therefore does not produce 

significant stresses 

4.4.3 Effect of the Coherency Mode1 

Several coherency models are available to model the ground motion. Therefore, it is 

important to study the effect of choosing a specific coherency model on the response of 

transmission lines. The purpose of this study is not to recommend the use of a speciftc 

coherency model. The choice of a specific coherency model depends on the specific site 

conditions and the nature ofthe expected ground motion. However, the purpose of this study 

is to identify the charactenstics of the selected models that has a significant effect on the 

response of transmission iines. 

ConsideMg the incoherency &ect or@, figure 4.16 shows that model II produces the 

highest total cable transverse displacemmt throughout most of the span. The reason is that 
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model IL represents unwrrelated ground motions at the low frequency range which is the 

range of the cable predominant fiequency. 

Figure 4.23 shows that, considering both effécts, at high propagation speeds there is 

almost no difference between the response using the two models. It was found by Zerva 

(1994) that the type of the coherency model has a significant effect on the dynamic and 

pseudo-static responses. However, conceming the total response, which is the surnmation 

of the pseudo-static and the dynamic responses, no general conclusion can be denved. 

Table 4.2 shows that the dierences in tower intemal forces using different coherency 

models are in the range of 10% which suggest also that the ditFerences in the internai forces 

using dSerent coherency models are not significant. 

4.4.4 Incoherency Versus Wave Travel Effects 

It is a cornmon approach in multiple support excitation analysis of long span structures 

to consider only the wave travel effect and neglect the incoherency effect. The purpose of 

this d o n  is to examine the effect of these assumptions on the response. Figure 4.23 shows 

the maximum transverse displacement of the cable for various wave propagation velocities. 

Figure 4.23 shows that considering the wave travel effect alone reduces the maximum 

cable displacement for al1 propagation speeds. However, at high propagation velocities, 

considering the incoherency e f f i  in addition to the wave travel effect increases the response 

regardless of the coherency model wnsidered in the analysis. It is also show fiom table 4.3 

that considering the incoherency effect may in some cases increase the intemal forces in the 

tower members. 
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4.5 RESPONSE OF TRANSMISSION LINE3 TO VERTICAL GROUND 

MOTlON 

The analysis of the respo&e of transmission lines to verticai ground motion is carried 

out in the same way as for the transverse ground motion. The transmission line is subjected 

to the ertificiaily generated ground motions shown in figures 4.9 to 4.12. The supports of the 

first tower are subjected to a dynamic force based on the ground displacement developed at 

zero m, while the second tower supports are subjected to a dynamic force based on the 

ground displacement developed at 400 m. The results are presented for the top cable of the 

tower-cable system shown in figure 3.8. 

4.5.1 Vertical Cable Displacement 

Figure 4.24 shows the envelopes of the total peak cable displacement conside~g the 

incoherency effect only and using either model 1 or model II to model the coherency fùnction. 

The envelopes of the total peak cable displacement considering the wave travel effect ody 

are shown in figure 4.25. Both the incoherency and the wave travel effects are considered 

in the analysis shown in figures 4.26 and 4.27. 

Figures 4.24 to 4.27 show that in many cases the response of the multiple support 

excitation cases may exceed that of the uniforni excitation case, specially when the 

incoherency e f fa  is considerd alone. For example, considering the incoherency eEect only 

with model 1 and velocity 500 d s  results in a peak vertical cable displacement of 4 1 .O cm, 

where the uniform support excitation results in a peak cabie displacement of 28.6 cm. It is 
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evident fiom these figures also that the response is governed by the fïrst and second 

symmetric modes which is related to the fiequency of the genenited ground motion. 

Figures 4.28 and 4.29 show the vertical displacement t h e  history of the cable mid- 

point considering the incoherency effect ody and using model 1 and model II, respectively. 

These figures show that using model I, as the propagation velocity inaeases the response 

approaches that of the uniforni excitation case. On the other hand, using model II results in 

a response that has a slight differency from the uniform excitation case regardless of the 

propagation velocity. Figure 4.30 shows the vertical displacement time history of the cable 

nid-point considering the wave travel effect only. Similar to the transverse displacement of 

the cable shown in figure 4.22, the response approaches the uniform excitation case as the 

velocity approaches infinity. 

The wave propagation velocity has a significant effect on the cable displacement. 

Considering the incoherency effect alone and ushg model 1, for example, the maximum 

displacement near the towen corresponds to V = 500 m/s. Near the middle of the cable, the 

maximum response corresponds to V = 1000 mls. 

4.5.2 Interna1 Forces in Transmission Line Elements 

Table 4.5 shows the maximum forces developed in transmission tower members due 

to the vertical component of ground motion. This table indicates that the forces in the 

tnuismission tower mernbers are ve<y small as compareci to those developed by the horizontal 

component ofground motion. The variation in these forces due to multiple support excitation 

is very smd and insignificant. 
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The maximum tension developed in the cable due to vertical ground motion is shown 

in table 4.6. The maximum tension in the cable due to the effect of unïf'orm ground motion 

is 5.00 kN. The maximum tension developed in the cable in case of multiple support 

excitation is 6.18 kN for the case of incoherency effect only ushg model 1. Howewr, these 

values are less than 20% of the tension developed in the cable due to its own weight which 

equals to 37.08 kN. 

4.5.3 Effect of the Coherency Mode1 

The type of coherency model used to generate the ground motion may have an 

influence on the response of transmission lines for smali values of wave propagation 

velocities. Figure 4.31 shows the maximum value of vertical cable displacement using 

dEerent coherency models and dEerent propagation velocities. It is evident &om this figure 

that at high propagation velocities, if both the incoherency and wave travel effects are 

considered in the analysis, then the value of the maximum total cable displacement is not 

affected by the type of the coherency model. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show that the type of 

coherency rnodel used has no specüic effect on the interna1 forces in the tower and the cables. 

4.5.4 Incoherency Venus Wave Travel Effects 

The purpose of this section is to examine the effect of considering the wave travel 

effkct alone or in addition to the inwherency e f f i  in analyzing the response of transmission 

ünes to vertical ground motion. Figure 4.3 1 shows that considering the wave travel effect 

aione reduces the maximum vertical displacement of cables, as compared to the uniform 
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support excitation case, for V > 250 mk. For V = 250 m/s, the wave travel effect increases 

the cable displacement. 

Considering the incoherency effect with the wave travel Uicreases the response than 

the uniform excitation case for alî coherency models and for V r 1000 mh. For the lower 

wave propagation speeds ( V = 250 or 500 mis), the vertical cable displacement is less than 

that of the unSom support excitation case. 

4.6 SUMMARY 

In this chapter the  procedure to analyze the effect of multiple support excitation on 

the response of transmission line systems is presented. The method is used to analyze the 

response of the transmission line to transverse as well as vertical excitations. An artificially 

generated ground motion is developed, using random vibration approach, and used in the 

analysi S. 

The generated ground motion takes into account the incoherency of seismic waves 

as well as the wave travel effect. Two different coherency models are used in the analysis. 

Clough-Penzien power spectrum is used in the analysis with the appropriate coefficients. 

Ground displacements are generated at distances 400 m apart which represents the typical 

span of the line in the considered example. 

A simplified approach to predict the structural response to multiple support excitation 

is presented. The approach is based on the use of displacement time histories at the structure 

supports. The approach is verified against the traditional approach where acceleration time 

histories are specified. The results show complete agreement between the two approaches. 

The results of the analysis carried out on the transmission lines are presented. The 

following are the main findings: 
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1. The case of unifom support excitation does not produce the maximum response in 

the transmission line. Multiple support excitation, which is a more realistic 

assumption, can result in larger displacements and intemal forces. 

2. The assumed velocity of propagation of seismic waves has a significant effect on the 

response of transmission lines to seismic ground motion. In order to obtain a 

representative analysis of the transmission line, an accurate estimation of the wave 

velocity is required. 

3. Considering the wave travel enect only, may reduce the displacement of the cable as 

compared to the uniform excitation case. However, if the incoherency effect is 

considered with the wave travel effect, the cable displacement increases over the case 

of uniform excitation. 

4. The additional tension in transmission line cables due to transverse ground motion is 

small. Moreover, the change in the tension when considering multiple support 

excitation is negligible. On the other hand, the vertical component of ground motion 

produces higher values of tension in the cable but it is stiU less than 20% of the 

tension developed in the cable due its own weight. 

5.  The variation in member forces in transmission towers due to multiple support 

excitation in the transverse direction can be as high as 35%. On the other hand, the 

vertical component of ground motion produces negligible forces in transmission 

towers and therefore, the variation in these forces is insignificant. 

6. The type of the coherency mode1 used does not have a significant effect on the total 

response of transmission lines. 



Table 4.1 Power spectral density filter parameters for horizontal ground motion 
(Der Kiureghian and Neuenhofer 199 1) 

Medium 10.0 0.4 1 .O 0.6 

Table 4.2 Power spectral density filter parameters for vertical ground motion 
(Elghadamsi et al. 1988) 

Soi1 type 4 (HZ) F, 
Alluvium 4.17 0.46 

Alluvium / Rock 4.63 0.46 

Rock 6.18 0.46 



Table 4.3 Maximum forces in tower members due to transverse ground motion (kN) 

Effect considered 

103.4 

Table 4.4 Maximum tension in cables due to transverse ground motion (1<N) 

Considering both 
e ffect s 

Effect considered II Propagation velocity (mis) 

Mode1 1 

Mode1 II 

O. 78 

Considering 0.78 

118.2 

102.7 

incoherency only 
1.18 

0.88 

0.98 

0.78 
effects 

0-78 

116.6 

111.4 

0.88 

1 .O8 

0.88 

1 .O8 

0.88 

1 .O8 

0.98 

1 .O8 

102.8 

101.2 

0.98 

1 .O8 

1 f 5.7 

113.0 



Table 4.5 Maximum forces in tower members due to vertical ground motion (kN) 

- -  . 

~ o n s i d e r i n ~ i a i  travel only 1 4.22 1 4.02 1 4.22 1 4.32 

Effect considered Propagation velocity (mis) 

250 1 500 1 1000 1 2000 

Considering both 1 Model 1 11 4.32 1 3-83 1 4-12 1 4.42 

Considering 
incoherency only 

Table 4.6 Maximum tension in cables due to vertical ground motion (kN) 
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Mode1 II 
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Considering wave travel only 

3.14 
effects 

4.22 
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4.22 

1 210 

Propagation velocity (mis) 
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hcoherency only 

4.42 
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4.5 1 Mode1 1 

Mode1 II 

3.92 
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5.69 
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.6.I8 

4.61 

4.71 

4.32 4.5 1 

1000 

4.12 

6.08 
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Figure 4.1 Power spbctral density hction for the horizontal component 
of ground motion 

Figure 4.2 Power spectrai density function for the vertical component 
of ground motion 



Figure 4.3 Change in coherency with the frequency of ground motion using 
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Figure 4.4 Change in wheraicy with the fhquency of ground motion using 
mode1 II 
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Figure 4.7 Generated horizontal ground displacement using mode1 II and considhg 
incoherency effect only 
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Figure 4.1 1 Generated vertical ground displacement using mode1 II and 
considering incoherency effêct only 
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Figure 4.13 Simplified approach for ground motion application 
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Figure 4.14 Transverse displacement tirne history of the cable mid-point due to 
sinusoida1 ground motion with 1 Hz frequency 
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Figure 4.15 Verticai displacement tirne histoay of the cable mid-point due to 
sinusoida1 ground motion with 1 Hz fhquency 



Figure 4.16 Envelopes of total peak cable transverse displacement considering 
incoherency e f f i  only 

Figure 4.17 Envelopes of total peak cable tnnsverse displacement wnsidering 
wave traveI effect only 
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Figure 4.18 Envelopes of total peak cable transverse displacement considering 
incoherency and wave travel effects (model 1) 

Figure 4.19 Envelopes of total peak cable transverse displacement conside~g 
incoherency and wave travel &ects (model II) 
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Figure 4.2 1 Transverse displacement of cable Md-point considering incoherency 
effea only (mode1 II) 



Figure 4.22 TranSirerse displacement of cable mid-point considering wave üavel eff- only: 
(a) V = 250 d s ;  @) V = 500 m/s; (c) V = 1000 mls; and (d) V = 2000 m/s 
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Figure 4.23 Eff- of propagation velocity and coherency model on the maximum 
cable disp lment  due to transvetse ground motion 
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Figure 4.24 Envelopes of total peak cable vertical displacement considering 
incoherency effect only 
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Figure 4.25 Envelopes of total pcek cable vertical displacement considering 
wave travel effect ody 
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Figure 4.26 Envelopes of total peak &le vertical displacement considering 
incoherency and wave travel effects (model I) 
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Figure 4.27 Envelopes of total peak cable vertical displactment considering 
incohermcy and wave travel effects (model II) 
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Figure 4.29 Vertical displacement of cable mid-point considering incoherency 
effect only (mode1 II) 
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Figure 4.3 1 Effect of propagation velocity and coherency model on the maximum 
cable displacement due to verticai ground motion 



CEAPTER 5 

ANGLWCAL SOLUTION OF CABLE VIBRATION 

5.1 GENEWU 

Analpical solutions for nonlinear systems such as asymptotic methods yield 

satisfactory approximate solutions speciaiiy when the nonlinearity is smd.  Numerical 

techniques such as the finite element and the finite difference methods although powefil 

tools in the analysis and design of nonluiear systems, still fail to reveal important features of 

the nonlinear cable behaviour (subharmonic and superharmonic oscillations7 for example). 

It is therefore important to obtain as much information as possible fiom the andytical solution 

beside using the numerical methods. 

The fiee vibration characteristics of cables were determined analytically in two and 

three dimensions. In earlier studies, IMne and Caughey (1974) treated the cable dynamics 

as a linear problem in order to determine its fiequencies of f?ee vibration. Later on, the 

nonlinear nature of the problem was addressed by Hagedorn and Schafer (1980). The three 

dimensional fiee vibrations of cables were analyzed by Benedettini et ai. (1986). Rao and 

Iyengar (1991b) and Ai-Noury and Ali (1985) studied the three dimensional nonlinear forced 

vibrations of cables under in-plane periodic loads and out-of-plane static loads. Limited 

research work was conducted on the respom of cables to support excitation. Perkins (1992) 
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used the first order perturbation method to snidy the case of parametnc resonance due to 

longitudinal support excitation. 

A major diculty that is encountered in the dynamic analysis of long span cables, such 

as transmission line cables, is that during earthquakes there will be a tirne lag between the 

input earthquake ground motions at different supports. The system is subjected to multiple 

support excitation. The tower was found to respond to the seismic excitation mainty in its 

own findamental mode of vibration (El-Attar et al., 1995a). Therefore, the transmission line 

problern can be reduced to a cable which is subjected to a harmonic excitation with a phase 

difEerence between both supports. Rao and Iyengar (l99la) studied the response of long span 

cables to seismic excitation using the normal modes approach. This approach may not be 

accurate enough for sagged cables as is the case in transmission lines. 

In this chapter, the three-dimensional equations of cable vibration are developed 

considering the coupling between the in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations. This formulation 

is applicable to cables with small sag to span ratios where a parabolic approximation of the 

static equilibrium position can be assumed. This represents the majonty of transmission line 

cables. The support motion is applied in both the vertical and transverse directions. The 

equations of motion are solved using Galerkin method for the spatial problem and the method 

of multiple time scales for the temporal problem. 

The solution is verified by comparing the results to that of the finite element analysis 

presented earlier. The stability of the steady state solution is examined. A parametric study 

is conducted to investigate the effect of the cable sag to span ratio on the amplitude of 

oscillations and zones of instabüity. The effect of cable damping is also andyzed. Finaiiy, the 
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&kt of the phase dzerence between different support excitations on the cable response in 

the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes is studied. 

5.2 EQUATIONS OF CABLE VIBRATION 

Consider the dynamic equilibrium of a single cable with weight per unit l e n a  mg, 

hanging in a vertical piane ôetween two supports at the same level as shown in figure 5.1. If 

the element length is dS, then under tension its length becornes dS where, 

where, 

T is the cable tension; E is Young's modulus of the cable matenal; and A is the cable cross 

sectional area. 

The change in tension across an element of length dS in the x and y directions is given 

a ax a T ax dT, = - (T -) dS = - ( 
as as -1 dS, as, 1 + T/EA as, 

a ay a dT = - (T -) dS = - ( T 
Y as as as, i + TIEA a) as, ds, 

The condition of static equilibrium of the cable is that dT,= O and dT,, = -mg. Ushg this 

condition with equation (5.2) and for cables with s m d  sag to span ratios, the position of 

cable static equilibrium is given by: 



where L is the distance between supports and H is the horizontal wmponent of static cable 

tension. 

The nonlinear equations of equilibrium of cable motion in space utn be h t t e n  as: 

a a ~ Z U  - [(T + R) --(X + u)] = m - as dt2 

a a 8~ - [(T + R) --(y + v)] = - m g  + m - as at2 

a a w  a2w - [(T + R) = m - as at2 

where u, v, and w are small displacements in the x, y, and z directions as shown in figure 5.1, 

respectively, R is the additionai dynamic cable tension and S is the tangent to the cable 

coordinate at the point of interest. 

Assurning smaii sag to span d o ,  which is the actual case in transmission h e  cables, 

then dS = dx and T = H. Rao and Iyengar (1 Wlb)  found that the additional dynamic cable 

tension "RN is given by: 



Introducing equation (5.7) into 

account the static eqW1iirium of the cable, 

are derived: 
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equations (5.4), (5.9, and (5.6) and taking into 

the foiiowing three dynamic equiiibrium equations 

Neglecting the longitudinal inertia tenn (ü), equation (5.8) takes the fonn: 

au dy a v  i , a v  I ,aw - + - - + - -12 + - ) 2  = ~ ( t )  

where g(t) is a tiinction of time only. 

The implication of neglecting the contribution of the longitudinal inertia is that the 

tension dong the cable is a fùnction of t h e  only which agrees with the results of the f i t e  

element analysis camed out by Aziz et al. (1996). 

Integrating equation (5.11) with respect to x, with the boundary conditions u(0, t) = 

u(L, t) = O? resul ts in 

(S. 12) 
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Using equation (5.12), equations (5 -9) and (5.10) can be simplified to the foilowing forrn: 

a aw aw - [H- + EA - g(t)] = m w 
ax ax a x  

5.2.1 Response of Cables to Support Excitation 

Since the cable response to seismic ground motion acting in the longitudinal direction 

is negligible wmpared to its response to the vertical and transverse components of ground 

motion, the longitudinal component of ground motion is not considered in this analysis. The 

two wmponents of displacement v(x, t) and w(x, t) of a cable subjected to a ground motion 

at both supports acting in the y and z directions as shown in figure 5.1, are given by: 

where v,(x, t) and y (x, t) are the pseudo-static displacements in the y and z directions 

respectively, and v,& t) and w&, t) are the dynamic displacements in the y and z directions 

respectively . 

The pseudo-static displacements are given by: 
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where v,(t) and w,(t) are the displacement tirne histories at the left support in the y and z 

directions, and v,(t) and w,(t) are the displacement t h e  histories at the right support. For 

the special case of short span cables, unifimi support excitation may be assumed where v,(t) 

= vI(t) and w,(t) = w,(t). 

In the solution for the vertical and tnuwerse motions of the cabie, the following non- 

dimensional parameters are introduced: 

It was shown fiom the finite element analysis that the cable displacements in the 

vertical and transverse directions are dominated by the first mode. Therefore, only one 

degree offieedom is required to represent the cable vibration in each direction, and a two- 

degree of fieedom mode1 would be amrate enough to evaluate the displacement of any point 

along the cable. The dynarnic displacement of the cable in the vertical and transverse 

directions are modelled in the form: 

where @(x) is the first in-plane mode of vibration and 8(x) is the first outst-plane mode of 

vibration 



From the static equilibnum shape of the cable, 

where p = mgL / J3, 

Integrating equation (5.12) and using equations (5.1 5) to (5.19). the following is 

obtained: 

where, 

Using equations (5.15) to (5.20), adding the damping tem and applying Galerkin 

method, equations (5.13) and (5.14) can be reduced to two wupled nonlinear ordinary 

differential equations in the following fom: 



i r + 2 q o 2 v + o 2  v + c , v  + c , w  
(F, - F,) ii, + F, Y, + F,V (v, - v , ) ~  + 

FJ (w, - w , ) ~  + F, (w, - wJ2 = 0 

where the constants c, to c, are given by equation (5.24) and the constants F, to F, are given 

by equation (5.25) as follows: 

where y =EA/Handa=H/rnL2.  

Equations (5.22) and (5.23) indicate that there are two b d s  of nonlinearities in the . 
system, quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. The quadratic nonlinezuity tems are due to the 

initial curvahire of the cable and the cubic nonüneaTity temu are due to stretching of the cable 

under tension. 
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5.2.2 Solution of the Equations of Motion 

The method of multiple tirne scales by Nayfeh and Mook (1979) is adopted in the 

solution of the equations of motion of the cable. Assume that Ti= $ t where E is a small 

quantity of the order of the amplitude of the response. The time scde T, is slower than the 

tirne d e  T, and more generally, T, is slower than T,, The derivatives with respect to t are 

given by: 

where Di = a/aTi 

The folowing scaling scheme is considered: W(t) = E W'(t); V(t) = E V0(t); vi(t) = e3 

v[(t); wi(t) = a3 w,'(t) where i = 1, 2 and q = e2q'. The reason for this scaling scheme is to 

have the effed ofdamping and load appear in the pemirbation solution at the sarne tirne the 

effect of nonlinearity appears in it. Dropping the asterisks, the t h e  dependent component 

of the response V(t) and W(t) are expanded in the fom: 

Applying the expansions given in equations (5 .%) and (5 -27) to equations (5.22) and 

(5.23), two d i i d a l  equaiions with diierait powers of E are anived at. Equating the sum 

of the coefficients of the same power of E to zero, the foUowing equations are obtained: 



EO Coefficient: 
D; WO + Cd32 WO = O 

D: V, + O: V, = O 

el Coefficient: 
D: W, + <rs2 WL = - 2  Do DI Wo - cl Wo Vo 
D: V, + Vl = -2 Do DI Vo - C, V: - c5 wO2 

e2 Coefficient: 
D t  W, + u,'w, = -ZD,D,Wo - D , ~  Wo - 2DOD1WI - c ~ W ~ V ~  - 

clW,V0- c~w,v ,Z-  c,w:- (F, - F,)w,- F3$ - 
(5.3Oqb) 

The solution of equations (5.28a and b) for the out-of-plane and the in-plane motions 

takes the form: 

where cc represents the wmplex conjugate of al1 the ternis before the plus sign. 

Introducing equations (5.3 1) into equation (5.29a), the foliowing is obtained: 
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where Â, is the complex conjugate of Ai, i = 1.2. 

Eiiminating the seailar term results in DIA, 4; and the solution for equation (5.32) is given 

by : 

Similarly, substituting equation (5.3 1 a and b) into equation (5.29b), gives: 

Eliminating the secular tenn results in DIA2 4); and the solution for equation (5.34) is given 

b y : 

At this stage, it is appropriate to simplify the solution by differentiating between two 

cases. The k t  case is that when the excitation is in the transverse direction ody, while the 

second case is that when the excitation is in the vertical direction only. 

5.2.3 Transverse Excitation 

The support excitations are defined as accelerations using the travelling wave 

approach in the following form: 



w, = P, cos P t ,  

The extemal resonance is defined by: 

Q = O, + €*a 

where n = 2, 3 for the vertical and transverse excitations, respectively, f is the phase 

difference due to wave travel effect which is equal to the length between cable supports 

divided by the wave propagation velocity, a is a detuning parameter. Resonance occun when 

Substituting equations (5.3 la and b), (5.33), and (5.3 5) into equations (5.30a) and 

(5.3 Ob) and eiiminating the secular terni, the following equations are obtained: 



A, and A, are expressed in the polar fom as foilows: 

where a, b and (pl, & are the ampütudes and phase angles of A, and 4. 

Substituting equation (5.40) into equations (5.38) and (5.39), and equating the real 

and imaginary parts to zero, the foiiowing set of equations is arrived at: 

where: 



The steady state solution is given by the condition: 

& = b =  .il = r2 - - O 

Therefore, from equation (5.4 1 ), b = O and, 

(F, - F 3 ) P , s i n y ,  + F , P , s i n ( y ,  + r )  + 2 q 4 a  = 0 (5.44) 

2m3e2aa + s1a3 - (FI-F,) p,e2 cosyl - F , P , E ~  cos(yl + 7) = 0 (5.45) 

Equation (5.45) shows that the system exhibits either softening or hardening 

behavbur depending on the value of S, which in tum depends on the terms of the quadratic 

and cubic nonlineanties. m e r  solving equations (5.44) and (5.45) to determine the values 

of a and y ,, the general solution of the non-dimensional tirne dependent component of the 

response V(t) and W(t) are given by substituting equations (5.3 1 a and b), (5 -33) and (5.35) 

into equation (5.27). 

W(t) = a cos (q t + $ 1 )  

Equation (5.46) shows that due to transverse excitation, the cable vibrates in the 

transvem direction with its natural fiequency (q). Meanwhile, there is a vertical vibration 

of order E and fiequency 20, coupled with the transverse vibration. Moreover, there is a 

non-zero amplitude terni in the vertical direction due to the quadratic nonlinearity. 



5.2.4 Vertical Excitation 

The support excitations are defined in the following form: 

Y ,  = P, Cos a t , Y, = P, COS (0 t + r) 

where 0 is given by equation (5.37). 

Performing the analysis in a similar manner to the case of transverse excitation, the 

steady state solution is given by: 

The solution of equations (5.48) and (5.49) simultaneously results in the values of b 

and y,. The solution for W(t) and V(t) is given by: 

C4 b2 
V(t) = b cos (o, t + 4 9  + E { - 4'3') (5.50) cos 2 (o, t + $*) - - 

6 O: 20; 

Equation (5.50) shows that due to transverse excitation, no transverse vibration is 

associated with the vertical vibration. The cable vibrates in the vertical direction with its 

natural frequency a,. In addition, there is a vibration of order E and eequency 20 ,  . The 

cable motion is also characterized by a non-zero amplitude term due to the quadratic 

nonliearity. 
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5.3 STABTLIT'Y OF STEADY STATE SOLUTION 

Due to the nonlinearity, the respollse may be multi-valued for the sarne amplitude and 

f5equency of excitation. In some cases, there am three possible amplitudes of the raponse. 

However, not ail possible solutions are stable. It is neassary to examine the stabiliity of the 

steady state solution For the case of support excitation in the transverse direction, consider 

equation (5.41) with b = O and a and y, expressed in the following fonn: 

where a and y, are the steady state solution and a ,, and y,, are small perturbations of the 

steady state solution. 

Substituting equation (5.5 1) into the steady state solution given by equations (5.44) 

and (5.45). the following expressions are obtained: 

where 
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The stability of the solution depends on the eigen values of equation (5.52). The 

position of the points separating the stable and unstable regions is given by the characteristic 

equation h, h, - h, h3 = O, which in the case of no dmping can be written as: 

Equation (5.54) has two possible solutions given by: 

The solution given by a*, is the backbone curve which is the solution of equation (5.45) 

without the loading tem. 

The stabfity ofthe solution due to support motion in the vertical direction is obtained 

in a siidar way to the stabity analysis in the transverse diection. The position of the points 

separating the stable and unstable regions for the case of zero darnping is given by the 

equation: 

5.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In the munericd examples, uriless otherwise stated, only the first out-of-plane mode 

and the first in-plane syrnrnetric mode are wnsidered. Three cable examples are analyzed 
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with the properties show in taMe S. 1. These cables cover a wide range of sag to span ratios 

from 0.03 to represent sagged cables to 0.003 to represent taut cables. The first symrnetric 

mode shapes are those given by h i n e  and Caughey (1974): 

B(X) = sin x X 

Based on equation (5.57), the constants c, to c, and F, to F, given by equations (5 -24) 

and (5.25), respectively are evaiuated. The calculated values of some important constants are 

given in table 5.2. The non-dimensional solutions for the displacements W(t) and V(t) are 

given by equations (5.46) and (5.50) for the transverse and vertical excitations, respectively. 

The dimensional solution can be found by using equations (5.17) and (5.18) and considering 

the scalig scheme used in the analysis. 

5.4.1 Verification of the Results 

The results of the analyticai solution rnay be compared with the results obtained using 

. numerical integration of the equations of motion (5.22) and (5.23) (Benedettini and Rega, 

1987). However, the numerical integration of these equations does not verify the validity of 

using a two-degree of eeedom mode1 to represent the cable vibration. Therefore, the results 

of the analytical solution are compared to those of the finite element analysis. 
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The accuracy of the perturbation solution depends on two factors: the number of 

tems canied in the perturbation solution and the number of modes of vibration considered 

in the anaiysis. Since the solution is carrieci only up to the E order tenns, then the accuracy 

of the perturbation solution is somewhat reduced. Using one mode in each direction is 

adequate only if the modes are widely separated, as the acairacy of the solution is reduced 

away fkom the resonance fkquency. Shce the h i t e  element analysis yields the total solution 

(transient response and steady state response), the transient response is added ?O the steady 

state solution developed by the multiple time scales. 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the displacement t h e  history of the cable mid-point of 

Cable 1 to uniform transverse and vertical support excitation, respectively. The support 

excitation is a cosine finction scaled to a peak acceleration of 0.1 g. The results of Cable II 

are shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5, while those of cable III are shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7. 

These figures show good agreement between the perturbation solution and the finite 

element approach. While the frequencies are dmost identical, the disixence in miplitude is 

reasonably small. As expected, the accuracy of the results increases near the resonance 

amplitude. Comparing figures 5.4a and S.4b, for example, shows that, for Cable II, the 

accuracy of the perturbation solution for an excitation with 0.4 Hz âequency is better than 

the accuracy for an excitation with 0.5 Hz fiequency (resonance fkquency = 0.32 Hz). 

Moreover, the accuracy hcreases for cables with small sag to span ratios (Cables II and III) 

beuiuse the e f f i  of quadratic nonünearity is reduced. For taut cables (Cable m), since the 

modes are widely separated, the perturbation solution can be extended for a wider range of 



fkquencies around the resonance fiequency. It is expected that if enough terms are included 

in the perturbation solution, the results wouid approach those of the finite element analyses. 

Sm4m2 Effect of the Cable Sag to Spin Ratio 

The sag in the cable mates quadratic nonlinearity in addition to the cubic nonlinearity. 

In the numerical examples, the fht cable with a sag to span ratio of 0.03 represents a sagged 

cable while the third cable with a sag to span ratio of 0.003 approaches the behaviour ofa 

string. Figure 5.8 shows the frequency-amplitude relationship of dinerent cables to vertical 

support excitation scaled to peak acceleration values of O. 1 g and 0.2 g. Figure 5.8a shows 

a softening behaviour for Cable 1 (sagged cable) due to the vertical ground motion. The 

softening characteristics of the cable are due to the quadratic nonlinearity. Multi-valued 

response of the cable is obtained for certain values of the detuning parameter a. However, 

oniy two of these three solutions are stable and either one of them cm be reached depending 

on the initial conditions. Reducing the sag to span ratio, as in Cable III (Figure 5 . 8 ~ ) ~  results 

in hardening characteristics of the cable due to the cubic nonhearity. 

Regarding the stabiity region, Figure 5.8b also indicates that for Cable II the solution 

is alrnost linear and stable in all regions. The reason for that is due to the interaction between 

the quadratic and cubic noniinearity tenns. The amplitude of vibration of Cable III is 

generally smaller than that of Cables 1 and II which is the case for taut cables. 
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5.4.3 Effect of Damping Ratio on the Response 

Figure 5.9 shows the effect of cable damping on the fkequency amplitude relationship 

for Cable 1 as an example. This figure indicates that the effect of the damping on the cable 

vertical vibration is significant. With higher damping ratios, nnite peak amplitudes occur as 

can be seen by comparing the curve corresponding to a damping ratio of 0% to that 

corresponding to a damping ratio of 5%. 

5.5 EFFECT OF PECASE DLFFERENCE BETWEEN SUPPORT EXCITATIONS 

One of the distinctive features of long span cables is the possible difTerence in the 

support excitations acting at cable ends due to the wave travel effect. In simplistic forrn, the 

wave travel effect can be accounted for by a phase shift between the motions affecting 

different ends of the cable. The phase shifl in support excitations infiuences different modes 

of cable vibration. For simplicity, the effect of multiple support excitation is analyzed for zero 

damping, however the same formulation can be used for the darnped case. 

5.5.1 Transverse Excitation 

5.5.1.1 Symmetric modes 

Consider the first symmetnc mode given by equation (5.57) and for the three cases 

of cables considered, F, = 0.159 = !h F, . S o l h g  equation (5.44) results in y, = -r 1 2. 

Equation (5 -45) takes the form: 

Z 2 o, e2 a o + S, a3 - 2 F, P, e2 cos - = O 
2 



5.5.1.2 Anti-symmetrie modes 

The first transverse anti-symmetric frequency and mode of vibration of the cable are 

given by Irvine and Caughey (1974) as: 

8 ( X )  = sin 2n X 

For this mode, k = O, F, = 0, and equation (5.44) gives y, = (x - r) 1 2. Equation 

(5.45) takes the form: 

5.5.2 Vertical Excitation 

5.5.2.1 Symmetric modes 

Following a sirnilar analysis to the transverse vibration case, equation (5.49) for the 

vertical vibration takes the form: 

5.5.2.2 Anti-symmetric modes 

The first vertical anti-symmetric frequency and mode of vibration of the cable are 

given by hine and Caughey (1974) as: 



@(X) = sin 2n X 

Similady, for this mode, I, = O and therefore F, = O. Equation (5.48) gives y, = (rr - 
r) 1 2. Equation (5.49) takes the form: 

Z 2 o2 e2 b O + Sg b3 + 2 F, PZ e2 sin - = 0 

5.5.3 Discussion 

The effect of the phase shift in support excitation on the fkequency-response 

relationship for Cable 1 is shown in figures 5.10 and 5.1 1 for transverse and vertical 

excitations, respectively. The support excitation is in the form of a cosine wave scaled to a 

peak acceleration of 0.1 g. These figures show that, for the first symmetric mode, the 

amplitude of the dynamic response is reduced when conside~g the phase shift. For the case 

ofr = n (i.e., the two components of ground motion are completely out-of-phase) there is 

no stable solution for the cable equation of motion. The response being discussed is the 

dynamic response component. To obtain the total response, the pseudo-static component of 

the response should be added to the dynamic component. 

For the first anti-symmetric mode, the erect of difnrent phase shifts on the fhquency 

response relationship of Cable I for 0.1 g peak support auxteration is shown in figures 5. lob 

and S. 1 lb. These figures show that for uniform excitation (r = O), the anti-symmetric modes 
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are not excited. As the phase shift increases, the anti-symmetric mode response inmeases 

until it reaches its maximum value at r = x (i.e., the two components of ground motion are 

completely outa f-phase). This emphasizes the Un portance of considering the phase shift in 

the support input motion. This represents the case when the anti-symmetic modes are 

excited which, depending on the specific cable characteristics, may result in a higher overall 

response of the cable. 

5.6 SUMMARY 

The analysis of nonlinear cable response to support excitation in the vertical and 

transverse directions is presented in this chapter. The coupled nonlinear equations of motion 

are formulated and solved. The spatial problem is solved using Galerkin method for a two- 

degree of fieedom model. The temporal problem is solved using the method of multiple time 

d e s .  The stability of the steady state solution is developed and discussed. Different cable 

examples with dEerent sag to span ratios and damping ratios are used in the analysis to 

demonstrate aspects of the solution and stability phenornenon. The effect of the phase 

dserence between the support excitation at diierent cable ends on the response is examined. 

The anaiysis shows that the analytical solution with a two-degree of fieedom model 

yields accurate results as compared to the finite element approach. The accuracy of the 

analytical solution increases for cables with small sag to span ratio where the modes of 

vibration become widely separated. The results show that due to vertical excitation, only 

vertical vibration exists, while due to transverse excitation, both vertical and transverse 

vibrations exist. The analysis shows a softening behaviour for sagged cables due to the 
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quadratic nonlinearity resdting &om the initial cumature of the cable. Taut cables show 

hardening behaviour due to the stretching of the cable. It is also demonstrated fiom the 

anaiysis that the uniforni support motion excites only the symmetric cable modes. The anti- 

symmetric modes are &ted due to the phase dserence between the input motions at cable 

ends. 



Table 5.1 Properties of the example cables 

Cable type d / L  a P Y cÙ, 0, 

CS", (Hz) 

Cable 1 0.03 0.102 0.240 1495.00 O. 15 0.28 



Table 5.2 Important constants for different cable types 

Cable type 



Figurre 5.1 Coordinate axes and components of cable motion 
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Figure 5.2 Transverse displacement time history ofcable 1 mid-point due to 
transverse excitation 
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Figure 5.3 Vertical displacement tirne history of Cable 1 mid-point due to vertical 
excitation 
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Figure 5.5 Vertical displacement time history of Cable II mid-point due to vertical 
excitation 
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Figure 5.8 Frequency nsponse m e  for Mirent cables due to vertical excitation, 
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Figure 5.9 Effect of damping on the fiequency nsponse relationship of Cable 1 
due to vertical excitation 



Figure S. 10 Effect of phase S irence  between transverse support excitation on the 
fiequency response relationship of Cable 1 



Figure 5.1 1 Effect of phase difFerence between vertical support excitation on the 
fiequency response relationship of Cabie I 



CHAPTER 6 

RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF CABLE VIBRATION 

6.1 GENERAL 

Transmission Iines typically extend in areas of high seismicity and sometimes cross 

active faults. There have been several cases-of line bum-out due to cable vibration during the 

1994 Northridge earthquake (EW, 1995). The current practice in the design of transmission 

lines is to account for wînd and ice loads without consideration for seisrnic loading. The cable 

clearances specified for transmission lines by the National Electtical Safety Code (NESC, 

1993) have not been checked for earthquake loading conditions. The NESC (1993) lirnits the 

initial cable tension to 35% of the breaking strength and lirnits the tension in the cable due to 

wind and ice loading to 60% of its breaking strength. This implies that the tension caused by 

wind and ice loading does not exceed the value of the initial static tension in the cable. 

However, there has been no attempt to check the magnitude of cable tension caused by 

earthquake ground motion. 

The analysis of transmission line systems showed that there is a wide separation in the 

fiequencies of fke vibration between the towers and cables in the transverse direction (Aziz 

et al., 1996). Therefore, the tower vibration has little, or no, effe* on the cable vibration. In - 

the vertical direction, the tower is very stiff and again it has negligible effect on the cable 
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vibration. On this basis, an intermediate span of the line can be modelled by separate cables 

with the ground motion applied directly at the cable ends. 

Ln this study, Monte Car10 simulation method is used to detennine the probability that 

the cable displacernent and cable tension wiii exceed a certain limit. The transmission iine is 

subjected to vertical and transverse ground motions. The analysis is performed using both 

actual and artificial ground motion records. The results of the analysis are verified by 

wmparing the mean values of the response quantities caused by artificid earthquakes to those 

caused by a sample of actual earthquakes. The strong ground motion duration and the 

parameters of the power spectrum function are considered as randorn variables. The 

generated ground motion records are scaled to different values of peak ground acceleration. 

Cable examples with varying sag to span ratios are used in the analysis. Sensitivity analysis 

is performed to examine the eflects of various modelling assumptions on the results. 

6.2 GROUND MOTXON MODELLING 

Several attempts have been made to generate artificial ground motion records using 

both stationary and nonstationary approaches. The procedure of generating ground motion 

records fiom a presaibed power spectral density function, as explained in Chapter 4, wiii be 

used in this analysis. Multiple support excitation is not considered to simpliS, the analysis. 

The stationary acceleration time history cm be generated in a s i d a r  way as descnbed 

in Chapter 4 but for the case of uniforni support excitation. The generated stationary ground 

acceleration is defined as: 



where, 

9 is the fiequency correspondhg to the power spectral ordinate; 

k = 1.2,. . . . . . ., n is the number of fiequencies considerd in the analysis. Typicdy this 

is taken equal to 200; 

S J y )  is the value of the power spectral function for the ground acceleration, as 

defined by equation 6.2, caiculated at y; 

A o  = q,, - y; and 

$k is a random phase angle uniformly distnbuted between O and Zx. 

6.2.1 Power Spectral Density 

The power spectnim of the earthquake record is a distinctive characteristic of the 

ground motion. The Clough-Pentien (1975) power spectral density for the ground 

displacement , S, (o), is used to generate the ground motion. It is defined as: 

where S, is a sale factor, op Cg are the first filter parameters for the ground motion and the 

second filter parameters are q and C, The statistical values of the first filter parameter for 
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the horizontal component of ground motion were given by Lai (1982) based on the study of 

1 18 soil-site records and 22 rock-site records. as shown in table 6.1 

From the analysis of the vertid component records of 161 soi1 sites and 26 rock sites, 

Eighadarnsi et al. (1988) found that the mean value of o, is 4.17 Hz for soil-site records and 

6.18 Hz for rock-site records. They also found that the mean value of Cg is 0.46 for ali sites. 

Since the coefficients of variation of these parameters are not provided, in this snidy they will 

be assurned equal to those of the horizontal component of ground motion. The value of of 

is taken equal to 0.1 o, and Cf is considered equal to Cg. The probabiity distribution of the 

filter parameters is assurned to be normal distribution. The eEect of this assumption on the 

results is examined later. 

6.2.2 Temporal Shape of the Ground Motion 

To mode1 the t h e  varying intensity of a typical earthquake, the stationary acceleration 

time history generated by equation 6.1 is typically multiplied by a suitable envelope 

nonstationary function. One form for this envelope function Jr(t), is defined by Sues et al. 

(1985) as: 

where t, and t, are the rise and decay times of the ground motion, ktt, is the strong shaking 

duration and c is a decay parameter as shown in figure 6.1. Sues et al. (1985) used values of 
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t, = 1.5 s and c = 0.18. They also recornmended a mean duration of the strong ground 

shakhg of 10.0 s for soft soi1 and 5.5 s for rock with a coefficient of variation of almost 0.9 

for al1 cases. The duration of strong ground motion shaking is assumed to be normally 

distributed. 

6.3 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

The cable vibration problem is nonlinear due to the geometric nonlinearity of the 

cable. To detennine the statistical characteristics of cable vibration, it is not possible to use 

a closed form mathematical formulation and a simulation procedure is required to be used ui 

the dys i s .  The selected method is the Monte Car10 simulation which is a powerful tool for 

the statistical analysis of uncertainty in complex engineering problems. 

The analysis canied out by severai researchers such as Garnbhir and B atchelor (1 W8), 

suggested that the cable sag to span ratio is the most important parameter that affects the 

cable's natural fiequencies and response to dynarnic loading. On this basis, al1 other cable 

characteristics will be maintained constant in the analysis. The following properties are 

assumed to represent a typical cable: 

S P ~  = 400 m Weight = 22.23 Nlm 

Young's modulus = 5 5 x 103 MPa Damping ratio = 0.01 

Cable cross section area = 10-3 m2 

The simulation method can be summarized in the following steps: 

1. Five cabie examples are useci with sag to span ratios in the range normally used in the 

construction of transmission lines (3 .O%, 3S%, 4.0%, 4.5% and 5.0%). 
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2. Ushg the mean, the coefficient of variation, the probability distribution of the ground 

motion parameters and the strong shaking duration, one hundred artificial records are 

generated for the horizontal ground acceleration for soü-sites and 100 records for 

rock sites. Similar number of records are generated for the vertical ground 

acceleration for soi1 and rock sites. 

3. Each record is scaied up to different values of peak ground acceleration of 0.25 g, 

0.50 g, 0.75 g and 1.0 g. 

4. Each point of the results represents the effect of one hundred earthquakes on the five 

cables which total five hundred cable response analysis calculations. 

5.  The mean and standard deviation of the maximum displacement and the maximum 

tension in the cable are calculated. 

6.4 CABLE RESPONSE 

The cable response is evaluated in ternis of two quantities; the maximum displacement 

of the cable in either the vertical or the transverse directions and the maximum dynamic cable 

tension as a ratio of the initiai static tension in the cable due to its own weight. The statistical 

properties ofthe response quantities are presented first, then design guidance and probability 

distribution curves are plotted. 

6.4.1 Statistical Properties 

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the mean value (p) and the mean * one standard deviation 

(p * a) of the cable displacement in the transverse and vertical directions for difFerent soi) 
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conditions. Values of the mean and coefficient of variation of the transverse and vertical 

displacements are listed in tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. The results show that the mean 

of the maximum displacement in the transverse direction is larger than that in the vertical 

direction. For example, for a peak ground acceleration of 1.0 g, the mean of the maximum 

lateral displacement is 260.4 cm for soil sites, while the mean of the maximum vertical 

displacement is 174.2 cm for the sarne soil site. 

The mean of the maximum displacement in the transverse and vertical directions are 

larger for ground motion on soii sites than for ground motion on rock sites as shown in 

figures 6.2 and 6.3. For example, for a peak ground acceleration of0.5 g, the mean maximum 

transverse displacement for soil sites is 13 8.7 cm while it is equal to 72.5 cm for rock sites. 

For the same value of peak ground acceleration, the mean of the maximum vertical 

displacement is 76.2 cm for soil sites and 63.2 cm for rock sites. The reason for the smaller 

values of displacement for rock sites is that the ground motion records on rock sites have 

higher fiequency content than the records on soil sites. The cable fundamental frequencies 

in the transverse and vertical directions are low as show in Chapter 2. For the case of the 

cable considered in the analysis and for a sag to span ratio of 0.03, the fundamental fiequency 

of fiee vibration in the vertical direction is 0.38 Hi and the fundamental fiequency of fiee 

vibration in the transverse direction is 0.15 Hz. 

The coefficient of variation of the vertical displacement is less than that of the 

transverse displacement as shown in tables 6.2 and 6.3. The modes of vibration in the 

transverse direction are widely separated and the response is governed by the first mode 

which increases the number of the relatively high and the relatively low values of transverse 
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displacements. Consequently, the coefficient of variation of the transverse displacement 

increases. On the other hand, in the vertical direction the modes of vibration are closely 

spaced which reduces the possibility of extreme values of the response and hence the 

coefficient of variation of the maximum vertical displacement is reduced. 

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the mean and the mean * one standard deviation of the ratio 

of the maximum dynamic to the static tension in the cable due to transverse and vertical 

excitations, respectively. Values of the mean of the dynamic to static tension and the 

c6efficient ofvariation are given in tables 6.4 and 6.5 for transverse and vertical excitations, 

respedvely. The results show that the mean of the tension due to vertical excitation is much 

larger than the mean value of the tension due to transverse excitation. For example, for a peak 

ground acceleration of 1.0 g on soi1 sites, the mean of the ratio of dynamic to static tension 

is 0.822 due to vertical excitation and 0.3 16 due to transverse excitation. The reason for this 

reduction in mean tension is the fact that the transverse vibration of cables is usually of a 

swinghg type that causes little change in the cable length and consequently does not produce 

sipnincant strains and stresses. 

Similar to the displacement response of the cable, the tension in the cable due to 

seismic excitation on soi1 sites is larger than the tension in the cable due to seismic excitation 

on rock sites. Moreover, the coefficient ofvariation of cable tension due to seismic ground 

motion in the vertical direction is les  than that due to seismic ground motion in the transverse 

direction. 

The results in figures 6.2 to 6.5 show that the relationship between the peak ground 

acceleration and the mean value of the maximum cable response can be approxirnateâ by a 
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straight line. The reason is that the nodhear behaviour of the cable results mainly fkom the 

large displacement which is limiteci to the case of resonance. Otherwise, there is no large 

displacement in the cable and the response is almost heu .  

6.4.2 Recorded and Generated Earthquakts 

The use of achial earthquake records in the proposed sirmilation procedure involves 

a nwnber of diiliculties. Màny of the adab l e  records are not well identified for being on soi1 

or rock sites. In addition, many of the available records are not fiee field t h e  histories but 

rather modified by the response of a structure. For these rasons, the number of available and 

usable earthquake records is not large enough to obtain sufficiently accurate results. 

The cument anaiysis is based on 100 generated t h e  histones for each case of 

horizontal and vertical motions for rock and soi1 sites. In order to evaluate the effect of using 

generated versus actual earthquake records, the mean values of the maximum displacement 

of the cable due to mifiaal ground motion are cornpared to the similar values of the response 

using a smaller sample of actual earthquake ground motion. The vertical and horizontal 

components of a sample of 45 actual ground motion records are used in the analysis 

(Naumoski et al., 1988). The sample wnsists of 24 rock-site records and 2 1 stiE soil-site 

records as shown in table 6.6. 

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the mean value of cable displacement in the transverse and 

vertical directions, respectively. These figures show a reasonabie agreement between the 

cable displacement using adual records and generated ground motion. For example in the 

transverse direction, ushg acaial records scaied to a peak ground acceleration of 1 .O g results 
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in a mean value of maximum cable displacernent of240.0 cm for soi1 sites and 15 1.2 cm for 

rock sites. Using artificial earthquakes, the cable displacement is 260.4 cm for soil sites and 

142.3 for rock sites with a percentage difference of 7.8% for soil sites and 6.3% for rock 

sites. These difEerences are mainly due to the srnail sue of actual earthquakes sample. 

For the vertical component of ground motion, the dxerences between the cable 

response to actual and generated tirne histones are larger than the case of the horizontal 

ground motion. For example, using actual earthquakes scaled to a peak ground acceleration 

of 1 .O g results in a mean maximum vertical displacement of 197.1 cm for soii sites and 1 53.8 

cm for rock sites. Using artificial earthquakes, the cable displacement is equal to 174.2 cm 

for soil sites and 132.0 cm for rock sites. The percentage dif5erence is 13.1% for soil sites 

and 16.5% for rock sites. The reason for the larger difference is due to the lack of 

comprehensive representative statistical data for the vertical component of ground motion. 

However, the differences are still small enough as compared to the uncertainty in the analysis. 

6.4.3 Probability Distribution for Cable Response 

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the probabiiity of exceedance of the cable maximum 

transverse and vertical displacements, respectively for difTerent values of peak ground 

acceleration and for digerent site conditions. Small probabilities of less than 10% as indicated 

by the horizontal line in the figures, should be treated with caution because of their low 

degree of reliability. To increase the accuracy of the solution, the sample size may be 

increased. These cuwes cari be used ss a basis to design the clearances of transmission lines 

for seismic requirements dong with other loads and fiinctional requirements. 
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Using figures 6.8 and 6.9 to design the clearance of transmission limes in a specific 

area is a straightforward process. First, the design peak ground acceleration should be 

defined for the a r a  under consideration for a s p d c  retum period. Then the designer should 

specify a specific probability of exceedance for the design of the power transmission lhe. 

Finally, using these figures, the maximum displacernent corresponding to the defined peak 

ground acceleration and the specified probability of exceedance can be detennined. 

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 indicate that the probability of exceedance for the transverse 

displacement can be considerable and illustrate the need to take seisrnic loading into 

consideration in the design of transmission lines. For example, for soil sites and for a peak 

ground acceleration of 1 .O g, there is a probability of 78% that the cable displacement exceeds 

1.0 m, a probability of 29% that it exceeds 3.0 m and a probability of 16% that the 

displacement exceeds 5.0 m. These high probability values should be addressed in the design 

process. 

The probabity that the ratio between the dynamic and the static tension of the cable 

exceeds a certain lirnit due to vertical excitation is s hown in figure 6.1 0. This figure indicates 

that the probability that the dynamic tension exceeds the static tension may reach 22% for soil 

sites and 17% for rock sites. These probabilities are high which suggest that the seismic 

loading should be taken into consideration in the design of transmission line cables. 

6.5 SENSITlVITY ANALYSIS 

Several assumptions have been made in the analysis wncerning the cable sag to span 

ratio and the ground motion parameters. The effect of difEerent assumptions on the cable 
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response is studied using a sensitivity analysis. Since the cable response to soil-site records 

is larger than its response to rock-site records, only the results for soil-site records are 

presented. 

6.5.1 Cable Sig to Span Ratio 

The results shown in figures 6.2 to 6.10 represent the average offive cable examples 

with sag to span ratios of XO%, 3.5%, 4.W, 4.5% and 5.W. This range of cable sag to span 

ratio represents the practical range of cable sag that is cornmonly used for transmission Lines. 

Figure 6.1 1 shows the maximum values of cable displacements in the vertical and transverse 

directions for cables with difEerent sag to span ratios. The daerences between the response 

of the cable with a sag to span ratio of 3% and that of the cable with a sag to span ratio of 5% 

are relatively small. Cables with sag to span ratio 3% and 5% represent the lirnits of the 

considerd range of cable sag. The response of the taut cable (sag to span ratio of 1%) is less 

than the response of the sagged cables. Taut cables are outside the range of interest because 

it is used less frequently in transmission lines due to their high initial tension. The effect of 

the cable sag on its displacement in the vertical direction is rnuch smaller than that in the 

transverse direction which results mainly nom the correlation between the natural frequencies 

of different cables and the predominant fiequency of the ground motion. 

6.5.2 Ground Motion Duration 

To study the efféd ofthe mean value of strong ground motion duration (t, - t,) on the 

cable response, the mean value of the duration for soil-site records is reduced fiom 10.0 s to 
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5.0 S. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the effect of reducing the mean value of the duration on 

the cable maximum displacement and tension, respectively. The dïerence in the maximum 

displacement in both directions is relatively smd.  For example, for a peak ground 

acceleration of 1 .O g, the mean value of the maximum cable transverse displacement is 

reduced from 260.4 cm to 230.2 cm with a percentage change of 11.5% when the duration 

is reduced to the half The maximum vertical dûplacement is reduced &om 174.2 cm to 13 2.4 

cm with a percentage change of 24% when the duration is reduced to the halE The reason 

is that the response is mainly govemed by the first mode. Away firom the fist mode 

fiequency, the cable response is very small and the duration has no efEect on the response. 

The results in figures 6.12 and 6.13 suggest that there is confidence in the analysis using 

strong ground motion duration of 10.0 S. 

6.5.3 Probability Distribution of the Ground Motion 

The probability distribution of the ground motion predominant fiequency a, was 

assumed to be nomal. To examine the effêct of this assumption on the results the probability 

distribution of a, is assumed to be lognomal and the results are comparai to that of the 

normal distnbution as shown in figure 6.14. The results indicate that the effect of the 

. difference in the probabiity distribution for CD, is smaü and does not exceed 10% which 

endorses the use of normal distribution for its sirnplicity. 



6.6 SUMMARY 

The characteristics of the response of transmission line cables to seismic excitation are 

analyzed. The cables are modeled as fixed at both ends and the interaction effects with the 

towers are neglected. Generated ground acceleration time histones are used in the analysis. 

Monte Carlo simulation method is applied to detemine the statistical properties of the cable 

response to transverse and vertical seismic ground motions. 

The analysis shows that the cable response due to artincial ground motion is close to 

its response using actual earthquake records. It also shows that the local soi1 conditions have 

a si@cant effect on the response of cables to transverse and vertical ground motions. The 

soi1 site records where the fiequencies of ground motion are relatively low, have larger effect 

on the cable vibration than the rock site records with a higher frequency content. The tension 

produced in the cable due to vertical ground motion is much larger than the tension produced 

due to transverse ground motion. The transverse vibration of cables is of a swinging type and 

does not produce significant stress. 

The probabiiity that the dynamic cable tension produced by vertical ground motion 

e x d s  the static cable tension is high in several cases which suggests that the seismic loading 

needs to be considered in the design of the cable. The displacement of the cable due to 

transverse and vertical excitations can be significant and should be taken into account in 

examinhg the allowable clearances of transmission Iines. 



Table 6.1 Statistics for the Clough-Penzien power spectral density function 

-- - -  - - 

an W) cg 
Ground condition Mean Coefficient Mean Coefficient 

of variation of variation 

Rock Horizontal 4 .2~~ ' )  0.3 98(') 0.35") 0.391'') 

Vertical 6.18~ 0.398~) 0.46~) 0.391") 

Soir Horizontal 3.04(') 0.425") O. 3 2") O -426") 

Vertical 4.17~)  0.425~) 0 . 4 6 ~  O. 42@) 
(1) Lai (1982) 
(2) Elghadamsi (1988) 
(3) assumed 



Table 6.2 Maximum cable transverse displacement 

Peak Ground Soi1 sites Rock sites 

Acceleration 
( P W  

Mean Coefficient Mean Coefficient 
(cm) of variation (cm) of variation 

Table 6.3 Maximum cable vertical displacement 

Peak Ground Soi1 sites Rock sites 

Acceleration 
( P w  

Mean Coefficient Mean Coefficient 
(cm) of variation (cm) of variation 



Table 6.4 Dynarnic to static cable tension ratio due to transverse excitation 

Peak Ground Soil sites Rock sites 

Acceleration Mean Coefficient Mean 
( P W  

Coefficient 
of variation of variation 

Table 6.5 Dynarnic to static cable tension ratio due to vertical excitation 

- -- 

Peak Ground Soi1 sites Rock sites 

Acceleration 
( P w  

Mean Coefficient Mean Coefficient 
of variation of variation 



Table 6.6 Description of the useci ground motion records 
(Naumoski et al. 1988) 

Rec. Date & Event Magn. Station , Horizontal Soil 
No. Component Condition 

1966 
Parkfield 

1966 
Parkfield 

1957 
San Francisco 

1957 
San Francisco 

1935 
Helena 

1970 
Lytle Creek 

1975 
Oroville 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1985 
Nahanni 

1971 
Central Honshu, 

Japan 

1972 
Near E. Coast 

Japan 

1966 
Honshu, Japan 

Temblor No. 2 

Cholarne, 
Shandon No. 5 

Golden Gate Park 

State Bldg. 

Wrightwood, 
California 

Seismogr. Station 

Pacoima Dam 

Lake Hughes, 
Station 4 

Site 1, Iverson 

Yoneyarna Bridge 

Kushiro Central 
Whraf 

N65W 

NSSE 

S8OE 

S09E 

NOOE 

S25W 

NS3W 

S74W 

S21W 

LONG 

TRANS 

NOOE 

NOOE 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

S t E  Soil 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

StiE Soi1 

Stiff Soil 

StiE Soil 



Table 6.6 (cont.) Description of the used ground motion records 
(Naumoski et al. 1988) 

Rec. Date & Event Magn. Station Horizontal Soi1 
No. Component Condition 

1979 
Monte Negro 

1981 
Benja Luka 

1940 
Imperia1 Vdey 

1951 
Kern County 

1951 
Kern County 

1968 
Borrego Mtn. 

1968 
Borrego Mtn. 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Femando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1974 
Near E. Coast 
Honshu, Japan 

Albatros Hotel, 
Vicinj 

Seism. Station, 
Benja Luka 

El Centro 

Taft Lincoln 
Schooî Turne1 

Taft Lincoln 
School Tunnel 

San Onofie SCE 
Power Plant 

San Onofie SCE 
Power Plant 

3 83 8 Lankershim 
Blvd., L.A. 

Hollywood 
Storage P.E. Lot 

3407 6th Street, 
L. A. 

M t h  Park 
Observatory, L. A. 

234 Figueroa St., 
L.A. 

Kashima Harbor 
Wharf 

NOOE 

N90W 

SOOE 

S69E 

N21E 

N57W 

N33E 

S90W 

N90E 

N90E 

SOOW 

N37E 

NOOE 

Rock 

Rock 

StZF Soil 

Rock 

Rock 

Stiff Soil 

Stiff Soil 

Rock 

Stiff Soil 

Stiff Soil 

Rock 

Stiff Soil 

Stiff Soil 



Table 6.6 (cont.) Description of the used ground motion records 
(Naumoski et al. 1988) 

Rec. Date & Event Magn. Station Horizontal Soi1 
No. Component Condition 

1971 
Near S. Coast 
Honshu, Japan 

1979 
Monte Negro 

1985 
Mexico 

1985 
Mexico 

1933 
Long Beach 

1933 
Long Beach 

1934 
Lower Calif 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

1971 
San Fernando 

Kushiro Central 
Wharf 

Aibatros Hotel, 
vicinj 

El Suchil, 
Guerrero Array 

La Vilita, 
Guerrero Array 

Subway Terminal, 
L. A. 

Subway Terminal, 
L. A. 

El Centro 

2500 Wilshire 
Blvd., L.A. 

3 5 50 Wilshire 
Blvd., L A .  

222 Figueroa 
Street, L.A. 

3470 Wilshire 
Blvd., L.A. 

4680 Wilshire 
Blvd., L.A. 

445 Figueroa St., 
L. A. 

N90E 

NOOE 

SOOE 

N90E 

NSlW 

N3 9E 

soow 

N61W 

WEST 

S37W 

S90W 

N15E 

S38W 

Stiff Soil 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

Rock 

Stiff Soil 

Stiff Soil 

Stiff Soil 

Stiff Soil 

StifF Soil 

StifF Soil 

Rock 



Table 6.6 (cont.) Description of the used ground motion records 
(Naurnoski et ai. 1988) 

Rec. Date & Event Magn. Station Horizontal Soi1 
No. Component Condition 

40 1971 6.4 Hoiiywood SOOW Sm S oil 
San Fernando Storage, L. A. 

41 1968 7.9 Muroran Harbor NOOE S t B  Soi1 
Near E. Coast 
Honshu, Japan 

42 1973 7.4 Kushiro Central NOOE S t S  Soi1 
Wharf Near E. Coast 

Honshu, Japan 

43 1985 8.1 Zihuatenejo, SOOE Rock 
Mexico Guerrero Amy 

44 1985 8.1 Teacalco, NOOE Rock 
Mexico Guemero Array 

45 1985 8.1 Mesa Vibradora N90W Rock 
Mexico CU., Mexico City 
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Figure 6.1 Envelope fùnction for the ground motion acceleration time history 
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Figure 6.2 Maximum transverse displacement of cables due to transverse excitation 
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Figure 6.3 Maximum vertical displacement of cables due to vertical excitation 
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Figure 6.4 Maximum ratio of dynamic to static tension due to transverse excitation 
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Figure 6.5 Maximum ratio of dynamic to static tension due to vertical excitation 
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Figure 6.6 Cornparison between the &kt of the transverse componmt of 
actual and artincial ground motion 
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Figure 6.7 Cornparison between the &ect of the vertical cumponent of 
actual and d c i a l  ground motion 
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Figure 6.8 Probabüity of exceedance of maximum transverse cable 
displacement due to transverse excitation 
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Figure 6.9 Probability of exceedance of maximum vertical cable displacement 
due to vertical excitation 
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Figure 6.10 Probability of exceedance of maximum dynamic to static cable 
tension due to vertical excitation 
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Figure 6.11 Effèct of cable sag to span ratio on the mean value of the 
maximum cabie displacement 
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Figure 6.12 Effect of strong p u n d  motion duration on the mean value of the 
maximum cable displacement 
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Figure 6.13 Effect of strong ground motion dunition on the mean value of the ratio 
of dynamic to static cable tension due to vertical excitation 
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Figure 6.14 Effkct of the probabiüty distnniton type of the ground motion 
predominant fiequaicy on the maximum cable displacement 



SUMlMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 SUMMARY 

A comprehensive study of the dynamic characteristics and seismic response of 

transmission lines is presented. The research is d e d  out in the foilowing stages: 

A finite element formulation for the cable dynamics is developed. The cable is 

modelled by a two-node straight element that allows for the cable geometnc 

nodnearity. The naairal frequencies of the in-plane and the out-of-plane vibrations 

are evaluated and the cable response to seismic ground motion is deterrnined. 

The dynarnic characteristics of steel la t t id  transmission towers are detennined. The 

seismic response of an intermediate span of the transmission line is evaluated for the 

case of unifom support excitation. The effect of different modelhg assumptions on 

the response is evaluated. 

The intemal forces in the tower members caused by the earthquake ground motion are 

computed and compareâ to those caused by the code defined wind ancilor ice loads. 

The code considered in the analysis is the National Eledncal Safèty Code (NESC, 

1993). 
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d) The effect of multiple support excitation on the response of transmission iines is 

investigated. The effects of both incoherency and wave travel are considered in the 

analysis. 

e) A closed fon solution for the cable response to multiple support excitation is 

presented. The cable is modelied by a twodegree of f?eedom model. The interaction 

between the in-plane and the out-of-plane viirations is considered in the analysis. The 

effects of cable sag, cable damping and the phase diaerence between the ground 

motion excitations at various supports are investigated. 

f) A probabiüstic analysis of the cable seisrnic response is carried out. Probabiiistic 

measUres and probability of exceedance awes are presented for the cable tension and 

the cable maximum transverse and vertical displacements. 

7.2 CONCLUSIONS 

The following are the main conclusions arrived at fiom the analysis: 

1. The anaiysis of the dynamic characteristics of transmission line elements indicates that 

for taut cables, both the in-plane and the out-ocplane fiequencies are widely spaced 

and the response is mainly govemed by the fundamental modes of vibration. For 

sagged cables, the in-plane muencies of vïoration are closely spaced and the higher 

modes contribute significantly to the response. The response of transmission towers 

to transverse excitation is dominated by the first mode contribution. 

2. The study of the transmission line response to earthquake ground motion indicates 

that the cable response to earthquakes with low AN ratio is much higher than their 
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response to earthquakes with high A N  ratio. Large displacements result in the cable 

due to transverse and vertical ground motions. The displacement caused by the 

longitudinal ground motion component is insignificant. 

3. Due to the separation between the vertical and transverse fundamental eequencies of 

vibration for towers and cables, the contribution of the towers to the seisrnic 

behaviour of transmission ünes is negiigible. For the purpose of evaluating the cable 

displacement, the line can be modeiled by cables k e d  at both ends. 

4. The forces developed in the transmission towers due to earthquake ground motion 

may exceed the forces caused by the code defined loads paiticularly in ueas of high 

seismicity and low wind velocities. This suggests that earthquake loads should be 

considered in designing transmission towen. 

5.  The analysis of multiple support excitation of the transmission line indicates that the 

case of uniforni support excitation does not necessarily cause the maximum forces and 

displacements in the line elements. The multiple support excitation which is a more 

accurate assumption cm result in larger displacements and intemal forces. 

6.  The analytical solution of the cable equations of motion produces accurate results as 

compared to the finite element solution. The acavacy of the solution increases for 

cables with a small sag to span ratio. The analytical solution can be used to examine 

the nodinear cable behaviour near resonance. The analysis shows a sofiening 

behaviour for sagged cables and a hardening behaviour for taut cables. 

7. The probabistic analysis of cable vibration indicates that there is a reasonable 

probabüity that the cable tension due to seisrnic excitation exceeds the static cable 
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tension. Moreover, there is a high probability that the transverse and the vertical 

cable displacements exceed large displacement values depending on the site conditions 

and the peak ground acoeleration This suggests that the cornrnon approach in design 

to neglect the earthquake load and consider only wind and ice loads may not be a 

conservative design. 

7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the research presented in this thesis, the foliowing recommendations for 

future work are suggested: 

1 . The resuits obtained fiom the current analysis shows that the forces produced in the 

transmission towers due to seisrnic ground motion may exceed those produced by the 

code specified wind and / or ice loads in seismically active areas. On the other hand, 

the overstrength design factors specified for the code loads are very high and result 

in a high cost for the design. It is recornmended that the earthquake load is 

introduced in the design codes as a step to reduce the overstrength design factors and 

the line cost. If al1 the design loads are accounted for in the design, the overstrength 

factors can be reduced. 

2. It is shown fiom the analysis thai substantial displacerncnts may result in the cable due 

to earthquake ground motion. It is therefore recornmended to ver@ the line 

clearances indicated in the design d e s  against the seismic loads to ensure that during 

earthquakes, the cables do not touch each other or any other structures. 
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3. The analysis indicates that large cable displacements may result fiom earthquske 

ground motion which indicates the importance of developing a technique to darnp 

these vibrations. One of the most promising techniques is the use of self damping 

conductors and more research is required in this area. 

4. Thae is a lack of experimental work in the area of seisrnic behaviour of cables. It is 

recumrnended that shake table tests on cables be  conducteci to examine the efffects of 

dEerent parameters on the cable vibration. 
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